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DURAVIT.
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YOUR FUTUR
BATHROOM.

DuraSquare. Architectonic, rectangular design of striking precision.
The exact, precise edges of the basic form blend together with the soft, organically ﬂowing inner contours. The washbasin
made from DuraCeram® sits on top of a matching metal console, shown here in black matt. The glass shelf allows for more
practical storage space. For more information: Duravit South Africa (Pty) Ltd, 30 Archimedes Road, Kramerville,
Sandton, Johannesburg, Telephone +27 (0) 11 555 1220, info@za.duravit.com and at duravit.co.za
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FROM THE
EDITOR

NEOLITH, SINTERED STONE.

Our 200th Edition

W

elcome to our 200th edition
of Designing Ways and the
start of our re-branding
exercise. This is by no means a static
process, but rather an evolution towards
what we hope will be a vibrant, dynamic
package full of inspiration.
I’d like to thank Robin, Jacqui, Maria
and Des Laubscher of Greenside Design
Center for your valuable input – in
particular, Robin, who spent tireless
hours revising and re-hashing the front
cover design.
After scrolling through fonts till the
wee hours of many mornings myself and
scouring the magazine stands at the book
stores, I have developed a whole new level
of respect for what goes into re-branding.
There are so many questions to be asked
– does one go for fun and funky, which,
depending on the cover picture could
end up looking positively cheesy? Or

does one go for elegant and refined? How
does one choose a look that won’t become
jaded after just a few months? And, of
course, the logo has to be bold enough
to be legible from a distance when it’s on
posters.
But I’m sure you know all these things
already!
I’m going to hide behind the word
‘evolution’ because, as you’ll see in this
edition, we’re only a fraction of the way
there. But I hope you’ll enjoy the journey
– and if you have any bright ideas, please
do feel free to share them – you are just as
much part of the Designing Ways formula
as our support team at the rock face.
Speaking of our contributors and
support team, a huge thanks goes out to
Gill Butler, Dave Nemeth, Christo van
Eeden, Karen Maritz, Zainab Bdair, Josh
Truter and Amanda Pillai – and, most
importantly, our advertising stalwart,

Stienie Greyling. Thank you for all your
valuable input, hard work and enthusiasm!

Warm regards,
BEVERLEY HERMANSON

Lauren Arabia Residence
Wall cladding & Bath tub: CALACATTA Polished
Palm Springs (CA, USA) designed by Steven Powell

Interior and Exterior applications: Cladding, Countertops, Flooring and Furniture.
Resistant to stains, chemicals, extreme temperatures. Light and 100% natural.
Maximum format, minimum thickness, different finishes. More than 20 selections available.
Design, Durability, Versatility, Sustainability.

CONTACT INFORMATION: TheSize Surfaces South Africa I Caroline Beyleveld I hello@neolith.co.za I 076 771 6739 I www.neolith.co.za
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DESIGNER
PROFILES

On our Cover
Robin
Turner
is
a
Johannesburg-based
South
African graphic and multimedia
designer who began his training
at the Vaal Triangle Technikon.
He honed his skills through an
honours degree programme at
the Greenside Design Center,
and sharpened his teeth
through a series of design
agencies, garnering awards in the process.
He has a passion for anything digital, which has as a result,
led him to break into the New/Multimedia design arena. He
completed a master’s degree in digital interactive arts through
the University of the Witwatersrand in 2011.
Robin has been sharing his design knowledge with students
at the Greenside Design Center since 1996, where he currently
heads this private university’s Graphic and Multimedia Design
department.
As a keen traveller and a passionate designer, Robin
has attended and participated in numerous design-related
conferences all over the globe, and is currently on the executive
board of Cumulus (a network of international design schools).
Robin is particularly interested in interactive design,
exploring the potential of human/computer interactions that
do not require the use conventional digital inputs such as
keyboards and a mouse.
When Robin isn't taking technologies apart to see how they
work, he's trying to invent new ones - while also developing
corporate identities and creating new typefaces.

Revolving Sail Bridge – Page 58
Margot Krasojević received
a first class honours degree
from South Bank University
and then went on to complete
her studies at The Bartlett
U.C.L., receiving a Masters in
Architecture and Design and a
Ph.D in Architectural Theory.
After working for Zaha Hadid
and NOX, she opened her own
research design studio, Decodeine, in 2000. She has lectured
worldwide and her research has won two literary grants from
the Research.Institute.of Experimental.Architecture. She now
runs two architecture design studios, one in London and the
other in Beijing.

ULTIMATE
WINDOW LUXURY
www.bl i nddesi g ns .co .za
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Daytime shading

Evening privacy

Visage Blinds
Add a touch of style and luxury to your room with a Visage Blind, bringing a soft and soothing
ambience to your room. Visage is made up of two layers of soft fabric connected by a horizontal
sheer vanes aligned to control the light while retaining a view during the day, or it can be fully
closed for total privacy in the evenings.Visage blinds can be fitted onto windows and doors up
to 2.5m wide and between 1.6m and 2.6m drop.

ww w.bl i nd des i gns.co.z a
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DESIGNER
PROFILES
Kartell by Laufen – Page 47

Moooi Carpets – Page 40

Neal Peterson is an American artist
based in Minneapolis whose work is
influenced by his travels around the globe.
In 2016, he began creating large-scale
collages of cities composed of original
street photography. Combining iconic
architecture, natural elements, graffiti
and more, his Urban Mandalas capture
the blossoming, fractal nature of cities.
With Buddhist art as inspiration, these
kaleidoscopic microcosms represent the
oneness and connectivity of each city and
its people.

Kit Miles is considered a rising star
in British design. After completing
his MA in textile design at the Royal
College of Art, he formed his own
studio. Renowned for its dynamic use of
colour and lavishly drawn imagery, the
studio weaves together a world of rich
and often surprising juxtapositions. The
studio’s breadth and skill in executing
fine products is continually developing,
highlighting a restless drive towards the
exploration of what print design is now
and what it can be.

Roberto Palomba and his wife,
Ludovica Serafini, have worked together
as partners since 1994 and are cofounders of the company Palomba Serafini
Associati (ps+a) which is based in Milan.
They are famed for their unconventional
bathroom, kitchen and living area design,
shooting to stardom in the Italian design
scene through their work for brands such
as Moroso, Poltrona Frau, Cappelini, Boffi
and Kartell by Laufen. They also design
for architectural projects, create sets for
stage and screen and plan exhibitions.

sa852017/53/e

Moooi Carpets – Page 40

EXCLUSIVE OUTDOOR FURNITURE
MANUFACTURED IN SA

AXMINSTER
a new generation of crafted carpets
MONN Axminster | Radisson Blu Hotel & Residence, Cape Town | Source IBA
Proudly woven in Harrismith, South Africa | Head Office 058 623 2805

BLOC SHOWROOM
CAPE TOWN
224 Sir Lowry RD, Woodstock
021 461 3506
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JOHANNESBURG
03 Desmond Rd, Kramerville
011 262 2457

info@blocoutdoor.co.za | blocoutdoor.co.za

monn.co.za
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OUR 200TH
EDITION

By Bev Hermanson

T

he brainchild of Alan Fennell,
who started the magazine after
stepping down as President of the
South Africa Guild of Interior Designers,
Designing Ways has grown from strength
to strength.
When it was launched in 1999,
Designing Ways was a saddle-stitched
36 pager and, Alan says, it was known
as “that thin magazine”. However, within
three years, it had grown to twice the size
and went from stitched (with staples) to
perfect bound (square-backed).

Fabulous industry Mag.
Always enjoy reading it and
seeing SA products as well as
the international fair pics.
- Tessa Sonik

GOING FORWARD
It’s a given that we will be embracing
technology wherever and whenever
appropriate. We now have a Facebook page
- www.facebook.com/designingways/ and we’ll be adding lots more content to
our website. We’ll also be back on sale at
selected book stores, hopefully in the next
month or so, and we’re in the process of
expanding the distribution of our digital
version of Designing Ways exponentially.
What fun! I hope you’ll continue to
enjoy this exhilarating ride with us!

I received the magazine today!
I'm so excited! Thank you!
Raymond (Shiyu Guo), San
Francisco, USA

Alan’s achievements in those early years
were all the more remarkable because he
was pretty much “it” – chief cook and
bottle washer as it were – he sold the
advertising, compiled all the editorial,
sourced all the images, got everything to
the printers, got everything back from
the printers, produced the address labels,
stuck the labels on to brown envelopes,
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passed the reins over to me and I have
discovered those are indeed big shoes to
fill, as some of the magazine’s supporters
mentioned when I first met them.
The support from the industry has
been wonderful and I really am enjoying
the people and the creative engagement
that the design industry provides. A
huge shout-out must of course go to our
advertisers. Your support, suggestions
and input are very much appreciated!

inserted the magazines into the envelopes,
sealed them and then posted them to the
SAGID members.
By the time the 100th edition came
around in July 2008, he had two very able
helpers in the form of Stienie Greyling,
who handled most of the advertising
sales, and Ferdi Le Grange, who handled
the administration, distribution and also
contributed to the advertising sales. That
edition was a mammoth 168-pager with
a gatefold cover, proving to Alan and the
industry that his leap of faith had been
very much worthwhile. Not only were the
‘team’ getting support from the industry,
in particular the fabric houses, they were
also producing supplements and the
magazine had found its way onto the
shelves of Exclusive Books.
Eight years on, after a lot of hard work,
and some fun times travelling to the
international exhibitions, Alan decided
to retire. It’s been a whole year since he

I love Designing Ways, it is a
great trade-focused publication
with interesting articles and
products!
– John Autard

Awesome, thanks! I have just
passed your mag on to my
architect who is currently
designing a house for me. I
saw an awesome idea in there!
Pula Dippenaar, South African
Shows Messe Frankfurt

I just wanted to say thanks
so much for the copies of
Designing Ways that you
delivered for me. It's a
beautiful publication! Melissa
Verhave, Bespoke Consult PR
It’s a great publication, from
cover to cover! Geoffrey
Crow, Head of Marketing
Implementation, Century
Property Developments

The Timothy Oulton team were
thrilled with the coverage.
Thank you! Sam Wright,
KL PR SA.

Designing Ways has insightful
editorial that doesn't just focus
on design trends but provides
an intelligent look at the entire
interior and architectural
design landscape. Mpho
Vackier, The Urbanative.
To me Designing ways is a
very hands-on and currentlyrelevant trade magazine
focused on the design industry.
– Stephen Pellerade

Congratulations on the
acquisition of such a
wonderful, prestige journal! I
run a busy PR consultancy and
got to know DW through one
of my clients, KBAC Flooring
(Kevin Bates), and then
discovered just in how much
esteem your journal is held by
the designers and architects in
this country. I wish you all the
luck in the world for the future
with DW.
- Jan de Beer

DESIGNING
WAYS

Designing Ways over the years

200

Thank you very much
for sharing this! What a
wonderful article in the
context of a really strong
magazine. I loved reading the
entire issue and learned a lot.
Anne Martin, Martin PR,
San Francisco
We appreciate the long
standing relationship Hertex
has had with DesigninWays
over the years!
- Cara and the Hertex team
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Southern Guild
presents Idladla

PLANTERS

C

I

M

n September, Andile Dyalvane’s solo show, Idlala, opens
at the Southern Guild Silo to coincide with the highlyanticipated inauguration of Zeitz MOCAA – Africa’s first
contemporary art museum.
Idladla is a study and exploration of scope, scale and
texture. Gently rounded terracotta forms, marked with
precise incisions, hand imprints and motifs follow a strong
architectural impulse inspired by the parallels that the artist
noticed in structures as distant from each other as upstate
New York and Mali. An evolution of the angular vessels of his
previous show, Camagu, that was held at the Friedman Benda
Gallery in New York, his works capture his visceral vernacular
and continual experimentation. Each piece pivots around his
central values of cultural preservation and gratitude.
“Idladla is a reminder of what we’ve lost but also of what can
still be saved,” he says.
Idladla runs from 14 September to 11 October at Southern
Guild Cape Town.
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www.southernguild.co.za
Photo credit Justin Patrick

www.chairexpress.co.za
Tel: 011 434 0444, Email:Shantelle@chairexpress.co.za
44 Hulbert Rd Cnr Rosettenville Rd, New Centre, Johannesburg
PO Box 39108, Booysens, 2016
14
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Cape Town
. Cape
Town .
82 Sir Lowry Road, Woodstock,
82 Sir Lowry Road, Woodstock,
Cape Town, 8001
Cape
8001
021Town,
461 9078
021 461 9078

Johannesburg
. Johannesburg .
Kramerville Place, Ground Floor,
Place, Ground Floor,
14A Kramerville
Kramer Road,
Kramerville 2090
14A Kramer
Road,
2090
011 262 Kramerville,
0202

www.corefurniture.co.za
www.corefurniture.co.za

011 262 0202
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Chryso SA acquires expertise of acclaimed French decorative
concrete producer

The versatility of Modern Méthode decorative concrete
and its suitability for both urban and domestic
applications are shown in these three installations.

C

hryso Southern Africa has added
the Moderne Méthode range of
respected European decorative
concrete products to its Concrete
Aesthetics division.
Shaun Gayaram, Chryso SA’s Project
Manager: Concrete Aesthetics says,
“The Chryso Group in France recently
acquired Moderne Méthode, and its
Béton Academy training facility, both
established and developed in France.”
Moderne Méthode has now started
operations within Chryso Southern

Africa and its developer, Michael
Archambault, visited South Africa
recently to demonstrate the decorative
finishes to Chryso staff in Boksburg.
Archambault is vastly experienced in the
field of decorative concrete and has, for
example, worked on the Paris Disneyland
theme park. He is also the 2012 laureate
of the prestigious French Decorative
Concrete Hall of Fame.
The first range developed by Moderne
Méthode was produced in 2006. The high
capacity manufacturing plant, which

holds ISO9001 quality certification, is
based in Saint-Soupplets, about 50km
from Paris and the company has a five
year old subsidiary in Saint Pierre on the
island of Reunion.
Gayaram says the decorative concrete
offering of Moderne Méthode is wideranging and built on the company’s
expertise in stamped, polished and
micro-topped concrete; millimetric
coatings which feature overlays of
stabilised sand, granite, marble, and
resins; and also includes finishes with a
metallic appearance. “These innovative,
robust and sustainable pattern-imprinted
concrete systems are extremely attractive
and versatile and should have major
potential as overlays for both new and
restored concrete surfaces in South
Africa,” Gayaram says.
The system can add colour to new
or old concrete surfaces, installed as
“Grasscrete”
(an
environmentallyfriendly vegetated form of permeable
concrete paving) or even used to produce
glass fibre reinforced concrete furniture.
For the training of applicators, Moderne
Méthode has established Béton Academy
training centres in France. These will also
be offered by Chryso Southern Africa.

www.za.chryso.com

Fourways :
011-691 7700
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Silver Lakes :
012-809 3519

Umhlanga :
031-566 6777
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Contract furnishing fabrics for the Hospitality industry

21st edition of SA Décor & Design Buyer’s Guide launched

A

t 
The Mill, they pride themselves in designing,
manufacturing, importing, sourcing and distributing
their own fabric collections, which are coordinated
and sampled in-house. Their products satisfy a wide variety
of tastes and designs, ranging from modern contemporary to
antique classic.
As well as offering a standard range of stocked inventory,
The Mill specialises in custom-designed and branded fabrics,
specifically woven or embroidered to their client’s requirements.
Once a design brief has been received, they move on to yarn
selections and suitable weave constructions to enable them to
produce a preliminary sample for perusal. The beauty of this
wonderful innovation is that it makes it possible to produce
low minimum quantities, coupled with a relatively quick
turnaround in production time.
Each item is individually tested to meet the necessary
contract specifications, therefore ensuring that all fabrics are
accompanied by the relevant technical information.

O

nce again over 3000 key industry players, home décor
specialists, interior designers, architects and lifestyle brands
as well as quintessential products for stylish interiors and
exteriors have been carefully selected by Marcia Margolius to create a
publication that continues to reflect social and cultural change.
The essence of the 2018 Buyer’s Guide incorporates successful
elements of previous editions, with elevated and up-to-date content
coupled with intriguing editorial offerings. Readers can expect
inspiration and assistance with formulating a design vision as well as
the additional help of categorised product collections and concise, ontrend supplier information.
The cover of this 21st edition features the uber-chic Silo Hotel in
Cape Town that Marcia believes encompasses a space where this
year’s décor and design trends come to life. Credit goes to the talented
photographer Micky Hoyle for the beautiful cover image for this
celebratory edition.
www.sadecor.co.za

www.themillfabrics.co.za

Plascon’s Colour Forecast for 2018

Luxaflex® Gallery shop – an all new shopping experience

L

I

n the Luxaflex® Gallery shops being
introduced at selected retailers
around the country, natural light is
central, so the products are experienced
like you would at home, to offer the best
choice in window coverings. Over an area
of more than 50 square metres, shoppers
can see the latest fabrics, attractive

18
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designs and innovative gadgets. In each
store, specialists will be ready to give free,
personal and professional advice, but
consumers will also be welcome to browse
for themselves and gain inspiration from
the latest trends in window styling.
www.luxaflex.co.za

The first Luxaflex® Gallery shop-in-shop
concept store was launched recently at Matheo
Blinds & Awnings in Pretoria. Yvonne Tobien,
marketing manager Luxaflex® (front left) and
Robin v d Velden, GM Luxaflex® (at the back)
congratulate the Matheo team at the launch.

aunched every year at Decorex
Joburg, the Plascon Colour
Forecast is Kansai Plascon’s way of
both inspiring people and showing them
how to make that inspiration a reality.
This year, the Forecast was conceptualised
in partnership with WGSN, a world
leader in trend insight.
The four themes for 2018 are: Exotic
Euphoria, Soft Composition, Craft Spirit
and Hi-Glo.
The overall feeling of Exotic Euphoria
is a little wild and overgrown - perfect for
creating living spaces that feel connected
and natural but energetic at the same
time. Soft Composition is about editing
spaces and styles to create room for
contemplation. Craft Spirit is inspired
by the way our common past connects
us all today and it’s ideal for creating rich
and textured living spaces. One for the
adventurous, Hi-Glo is the mash-up of
the digital and physical. It’s inspired by
how the digital space allows people to
express new identities and at the same

time how colour still has such a physical
presence in our lives.
Finally, instead of choosing a Colour
of the Year, this year, the Kansai Plascon
Colour Team decided to do things
differently and pick a Neutral of the Year.

For 2018, it is Amadeus: an earthy, yellowtinted hue chosen for both its reflection of
global trends and its complete versatility.
www.plascon.com
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THE BUZZ

Vega congratulates AADA Semi-finalists

T

he Adobe Design Achievers
Awards (AADA), one of the
largest print and digital design
student competitions in the world, has
selected 29 South African student teams
to go through to the AADA 2017 semifinals. The students drew inspiration from
their environments, personal experiences,
and the social and economic landscape of
South Africa to conceptualise and execute
their entries.
Out of the South African semi-finalist
entries, four are from Vega:
BLOOM compiled by third-year
students Lusanda Buthelezi and Ayesha
Kaprey, confronts the challenge of access
to free feminine hygiene products for
young girls by creating a brand that
makes sanitary pads free to the public. Its
punchy tagline reads, “Periods should end
sentences, not dreams.”
LOG INTO THE HOTEL by third-year
Vega students André de Jager, Michaela
Chante, Lusanda Buthelezi, and Ayesha
Kaprey, reimagines the traditional hotel
experience using smart phone technology
for more seamless guest interactions.
Jason Walden, a third-year design
student, submitted two projects – FOIL
HAT and OVERDOSE. Foil Hat is a
conceptual brand derived from the
popular myth that wearing a hat made
of foil offers protection from “alien-like
brainwaves”, and Overdose stems from
Walden’s personal experiences battling
chronic anxiety and stress with the use
of prescription medication from a young
age.

20
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The students’ submissions varied
from print to video editing and motion
graphics, and were categorised by
commercial design, fine art and social
impact. A diverse judging panel made
up of creative directors and professional
creatives from Adobe Inc. and agencies
worldwide was selected to evaluate and
provide valuable feedback on each semifinalist entry.
AADA winners will have the
opportunity to participate in the exclusive
Adobe ico-D Mentorship Programme, run
by accomplished creative professionals
from ico-D’s and Adobe’s global network.
Students that make it through to the
final round will also receive detailed
feedback on their submissions from
industry leaders and have access to career
bootcamps, internships, and a once-in-alifetime opportunity to travel to Las Vegas
to attend Adobe MAX 2017.

• Snatched:
www.adobeawards.com/us/
live/201711123
• Michaela Chante:
www.adobeawards.com/us/
live/201710947
• Privilege:
www.adobeawards.com/us/
live/201710941
• Fool:
www.adobeawards.com/us/
live/201710937
• Jack:
www.adobeawards.com/us/
live/20178373
• Movember:
www.adobeawards.com/us/live/201771
• Poster Collection:
www.adobeawards.com/us/live/201745
• Lickidy Split:
www.adobeawards.com/us/
live/201710654

Along with the four semi-finalists,
Vega also congratulates these contenders
on their submissions to the 2017 AADA:
• Not Good Enough for NYC:
www.adobeawards.com/us/
live/201711129

A total of 6371 entries were received
from across the globe, including 121
entries from South Africa.
www.vegaschool.com
www.adobeawards.com/us
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Best green retail store

T

railwolf Cycles, a retail outlet
and bicycle workshop at the
Wolwespruit Cycling Trail in
Pretoria has just been awarded the title of
Best Green Retail Store in the prestigious
International Green Interior Awards. The
architects were Earthbound Architects
and Interiors.
Reuse, reduce, recycle… those are
the sustainability buzz-words, but when
it comes to practically applying the
principles, it is not always executed in
exciting new ways. At Trailwolf Cycles,
these principles have been successfully
and extraordinarily applied. Using
recycled materials in unconventional
ways was certainly a means to separate the
wolf from the pack…!
When visiting the space at any cycling
event, the vibrancy and energy of the
cyclers is inspiring and the concept

was to draw it into the retail space so
Earthbound Architects and Interiors
created a display element that resembles a
track from OSB and cardboard fins which
portray the idea of movement and energy.
The use of cardboard was repeated in the
partitioning with Craft paper rolls which
contribute to the acoustic properties of
the partition.
As cycling is synonymous with a
lifestyle of flexibility and adaptability, this
was translated into the loose-fit design
approach. Versatility in the display was
created by designing retail display carts
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which can be moved around in the open
space. Flexibility was also incorporated
through having plastic crates that can be
stacked or hooked onto the retail display
grid to create a plethora of different ways
to display products.

CONGRATULATIONS!

www.trailwolf.co.za

Congratulations go to our first two winners in
our Sealy beds subscription competition.

Winner: 4 International Green
		
Interior Awards
Category: Retail
Project: Trailwolf Cycles
Entrant: Earthworld Inside, South Africa
Th

They are:
Angelie Kambouris and Mia Lambrechts
Enjoy plenty of blissful nights sleeping on your
new bed!

www.designingways.com
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FUTUREPROOF

Step out of your comfort zone to stand apart
By Dave Nemeth

W

e are living in an age of
disruption, where the only
real certainty is the death of
business as we know it. It is no good going
into panic mode and feeling desperate but
rather it is a time for trying and doing
different things regardless of the size of
your business. This article aims to unpack
a few ideas and thought processes to assist
you in thinking differently.
The days of simply following trends are
over.
Understanding why they are taking
shape is of the utmost importance. In
years gone by it was easy to look at both
international and local trend reports and
simply translate the lessons into projects.
This kind of information is now readily
available and consumers are becoming
aware of these trends at the same time as
designers. The problem with this is that
we are ending up with spaces that are all
looking similar and do not have any kind
of longevity – they tend to look contrived
and unoriginal. A good example of this
is the industrial trend which has evolved
over recent years. Every second restaurant
and retail space is now full of these
industrial elements, including concrete
floors, exposed ducting and industrial
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lights. In most cases, this has become a
cut-and-paste exercise which replicates
the trend story boards. Meanwhile, the
essence of this trend has been completely
misinterpreted.
The original thought process which
led to this trend was to use the existing
structures and finishes of older buildings.
This would minimise the need to re-clad,
put down flooring and put in ceilings. By
designing this way, there was less negative
impact on the environment and the
spaces told a story due to their authentic
elements. Unfortunately, due to this
not being understood, many designers
are simply replicating this style and we
are ending up with contrived interiors
that are far removed from the original
methodology.
Best practice is for those that want to
follow
Too often, when consulting to companies
I am told that things can’t be done in a
specific way due to best practice within
the industry. It is very important to
understand what these best practices are
and why they have existed for so long, but
if you want to innovate, you will need to
reinvent and move away from these in
order to differentiate the way in which
you do things, in other words “Break the
Rules”.
Human-centred design
The core of design thinking is based on
a term called human-centered design. It is

about having empathy for those that are
going to be using your spaces, products
and even services. More focus needs to
be given to how people will interact with
these things rather than focusing purely
on what they look like. Studying human
behaviour will become a vital ingredient
to every company, which will require
many hours of watching and speaking to
potential users rather than speculating.
Behaviours are continually changing. The
words of Dr Prabhjot Singh ring true, “we
spend a lot of time building the bridge,
but not enough time thinking about the
people who are crossing it.” The way
people went about business three years
ago may no longer be relevant due to a host
of innovative disruptions. In many cases,
the customers you had, may no longer fit
into the same demographic. They may not
even be the same customers that you have
now and, without identifying this, you
may be speaking to a completely invisible
audience.
Test and fail
The true essence of "Design Thinking"
- don’t wait for perfection when creating
something new, just get a ‘minimum
viable product’ (the most basic workable
version) in front of a customer as quickly
as you can. Get customer feedback based
on actual observed market behaviour
(‘customer validation’) then continually
iterate your product and market strategy
(‘persist, pivot or kill’) based on that
feedback until you hone in on exactly
what customers want.

Simplify
When we start analysing businesses
we find that it is often the complexities
in the way the business is run as well as
the processes that hold a business back
from innovating. It is vital to re-evaluate
everything in the business and see
where things can be simplified. Complex
processes take time and will create a “busy
culture” within companies, whereby
employees are busy doing things that are
in no way assisting the business to step
out of the box. It is vital to take a step back
and ask if what you and your staff are
doing all day is really still relevant in this
age of disruption. There are so many apps
on the market that are designed to replace
manual systems and, if embraced, these
can save many hours, allowing businesses
to focus on trying and testing new things
instead of getting caught up in outdated
work methods. A good habit to employ
is to ask “Why?” With everything you are
doing in your business, if it does not play
a fundamental role on your bottom line
or in creating new ideas, GET RID OF IT.
We need to understand that consumers
are currently bored, they are bombarded
daily with too much information and
too much of the same information for
that matter, be it visual information,
messaging or advertising. Technology has
allowed us to be in touch with things as
they happen, regardless of global position.
It is getting increasingly difficult to stand
apart from this clutter and this needs to
be the core focus for any company or
entrepreneur that wants to succeed in the
years to come. It is without a doubt, very
exciting times for those that think a little
differently.
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RENDERS

It’s about amplification

D

uTwaa, creative agency+ has
always believed that design
and communication are more
than pretty pictures and clever headlines.
They should serve to amplify what your
brands stand for and highlight the unique
benefits that you are communicating.
Creatively
DuTwaa, creative agency+ is the
nebular child of Ryan Du Toit, Creative
Director, who believes everything from
design to communication should be
relevant, unexpected and memorable.
Combining creative and production,
Ryan fashions the golden thread from
cradle to grave that delivers consistency,
something that he finds is lacking in
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today’s markets.
At the age of 22, Ryan formulated the
vision of a 360 total solution agency and
DuTwaa, creative agency+ was born –
and has developed expertise in building
brand equity through advertising, design,
digital advertising, experiential design,
environmental design, promotional
activations and field marketing services.
The agency provides services in:
Design
• Brand Identity design
• Retail design
• Packaging design
• Collateral design

• Interior design
• Graphic design
Audio Visual
• Retail promotional Fbisodes
• Corporate documentaries
• Campaign Photography
Strategy and Research
• Brand strategy, research
development
• Competitor Analysis
• Market Research

and

Production
• Branding, Manufacture and Printing
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&
100% DESIGN

Decorex Joburg and 100% Design South Africa highlights

Seed to Seat furniture collaborative

G
Baxburg under the Decorex Joburg Designer Spotlight

iven an open brief and asked to
design ‘something to sit on’, the
designers participating in The
American Hardwood Export Council’s
furniture collaborative called ‘Seed to
Seat’ created seven unique pieces using
American tulipwood, red oak, soft
maple and cherry, which are American
hardwoods relatively unfamiliar in South
Africa. The project in South Africa which
was on show in the 100% Design South
Africa hall, is the third edition of ‘Seed to
Seat’, which was launched in Australia last
year, followed by Dubai earlier this year.
The designers involved with ‘Seed
to Seat’ South Africa were Andrew
Dominic (Andrew Dominic Furniture),
James Mudge (James Mudge Furniture
Studio), Laurie Wiid van Heerden (Wiid
Design), Christoph Karl (Guideline
Manufacturing),
Jacques
Cronje
(minima), David Krynauw (David
Krynauw) and Adriaan Hugo (Dokter
and Misses).
“This project marks the first time Life
Cycle Assessment on wooden furniture
has been carried out in South Africa,”
says Roderick Wiles, The American
Hardwood Export Council (AHEC)
Director for Africa, Middle East, South
Asia and Oceania. “Collaborative projects
such as ‘Seed to Seat’ have proven to be a
highly effective way of stimulating interest
in American hardwoods from designers.

S

even exceptionally well-curated
exhibition halls featuring the latest
lifestyle products and on-trend
décor, furnishings and accessories wowed
visitors at Decorex Joburg which took
place at Gallagher Convention Centre
from 9 to 13 August. In collaboration with
the show, the best of the best in furniture
design, textiles, lighting, wallpaper and
product design were showcased at 100%

Design South Africa which was staged for
the fourth consecutive year.
“This was, beyond measure, one of
the best Decorex Joburg exhibitions and
I feel the event perfectly captured the
irrepressible energy that makes this one of
the most exciting cities to visit,” said Sian
Cullingworth, Portfolio Director: Design,
Lifestyle and Retail Exhibitions.
In general, the standard of the
displays was remarkably high. Amongst
the most outstanding displays were
Stephen Falcke’s sophisticated master
bathroom, the amazing double level
Belgotex stand, the Lafarge stand and, in
the 100% Design South Africa Hall, the
Light Tank demonstration, created by
interactive designer, Goddy Roodt, was
truly awe-inspiring! Concealed behind
black curtains, the display comprised of
25 000 LED lights that were programmed
with different visual effects set to original
music composed for the show.
Other notable features included the
Decorex SA Trend House, the newly
curated Art * Wine * Design section, the
SACC Collective, Décor District presented
by Canvex, the Young Gauteng stand, We
are Joburg, Baxburg under the Decorex
Designer Spotlight, the Forest Lounge,
the Kitchen Trend Feature presented by
Careline Living Space, the Franke Kitchen

At the same time, they help to serve as
a means of demonstrating the beauty
of widely-available, yet under-utilised
American hardwood species.”
For each design, AHEC calculated how
many seconds it would take for the wood
used to make the piece to be replaced
through natural regeneration in US
hardwood forests. Factoring in the size of
the forests, annual harvest rates, natural
mortality and regeneration rates, AHEC
calculated that it would take less than
2 seconds for all the wood used to grow
back in the forests.
“Our initial analysis of the entire
project revealed that a total of 0,67 cubic
metres of solid hardwood lumber was
used to make the pieces. Significantly, due
to the carbon storage properties of wood,
for the duration of their lifetimes, all of
the seats will keep a total of 676,70kg of
CO2 equivalent out of the atmosphere,”
adds Wiles.

tulipwood. Thanks to the wood’s light, yet
strong properties, they were able to keep
the essence of the chair’s original extreme
geomantic profile, yet evolve the design
into a softer, more ergonomic piece.

The Blue Chair by Dokter and Misses
To celebrate their 10-year design
anniversary, multi-disciplinary product
design company, Dokter and Misses,
present The Blue Chair, a sustainable and
carbon-conscious reimaging of their very
first chair designed in 2007. As part of
their involvement with the ‘Seed to Seat’
initiative, Dokter and Misses decided
to exchange their iconic steel work for
The Blue Chair by Dokter and Misses

Best overall stand, Lafarge.

Design Project feature themed ‘Simplicity
in Design’, the Gourmet Cooking
Theatre, the Builders DIY Theatre, the
2018 Plascon Colour Forecast and Noir
Restaurant + Bar amongst others.
www.decorex.co.za
www.100percentdesign.co.za
Photos courtesy of Decorex SA

Patron of Decorex Joburg and award-winning
interior designer, Stephen Falcke.
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100% DESIGN
SOUTH AFRICA
DEM by Guideline Manufacturing
DEM has been developed as an event
seating solution. Designed with clean and
simple lines but still emphasising comfort
and durability, this cost-effective stacking
chair is a sustainable alternative to widely
used plastic or aluminium products.
Significantly, the tulipwood provides the
required strength at minimum weight.
Playbench 2 by David Krynauw
Playbench 2 is where playful, spatial
and interactive meet. Owing to special
production techniques, which allowed
David Krynauw to be open-minded in
terms of the scale and design of his work,
the piece has been taken from a hand
sketch and transformed into a living
object that moves. The product is inspired
by geometry and three circles coming
together.

DEM by Guideline Manufacturing

Flow Stool by Jacques Cronje
The Flow Stool is conceived as an
intersection of two forms. From below,
the angular supporting structure, akin to
columns holding up a bridge, blend with
straight lines and flat surfaces into the
structure. From above, the human form is
softly curved to create an inviting seat. It
is at the intersection of these two that the
Flow Stool makes its sculptural statement,
where it expresses the juxtaposition of
human softness with structural rigidity
in an undulating flowing edge. (photo not
available).

Eve chair by Andrew Dominic

Eve chair by Andrew Dominic
A challenging chair to design and
make, the Eve chair combines Andrew
Dominic’s paired down cabriole leg with
an ergonomic backrest, achieving an
aesthetic balance between antique and
contemporary. Dominic has kept the
joining elements as seamless as possible
and rounded the outer reaches, which help
soften the shapely lines. The Eve chair on
show was made in ebonised Cherry, with
a fine geometric weave spanning the seat.
Meraki Daybed by Laurie Wiid van
Heerden
The Meraki Daybed, made using cork
and American soft maple, is the result
of a decision to create African furniture
in combination with more modern
geometric shapes. The shape and concept
for the headrest was derived from
research based on the Senufo people of
West Africa. The carving is a focal point
which emphasises the importance of the
handmade aesthetic, as opposed to only
machine manufacturing. Cork is also
used as an alternative to upholstery, where
the emphasis is based on sustainability,
in combination with an unconventional
material.

www.seedtoseat.info
www.americanhardwood.org

Playbench 2 by David Krynauw

Hardwood Chair by James Mudge
Taking inspiration from Scandinavian
origins, James Mudge designed the
Hardwood chair focusing on economy of
material as well as a clean contemporary
aesthetic to which he added his own
identity. As this chair is designed for small

batch production, he is able to use all the
traditional jointing techniques, such as
mortise and tenon and dovetail joints.
When cut accurately, these joints are
much stronger than screws and modern
knock-down fittings and, if treated with
care, the chair should last for generations.

Meraki Daybed by Laurie Wiid van Heerden
Hardwood Chair by James Mudge
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100% DESIGN
SOUTH AFRICA

MONN launches bespoke range of Rugs

A

t this
 year’s 100% Design South
Africa, MONN launched a new
range of rugs. A first for MONN
and a welcome addition to the existing
MONN stable of premium quality crafted
carpets, the new rug collection comprises
four beautiful bespoke designs that were
conceptualised and created by MONN’s
design team. Their considerable expertise
was brought to bear on the production
of the new rugs, which boast intricate
detailing and vibrant patterns that show
MONN’s bespoke weaving capabilities to
maximum effect. The four new designs
are as follows:
Mateo - A formal medallion design with
a modern twist, set on a dark background
with soft grey gradients and subtle copper
toned borders.
Imfi - A rug in the subtle blue-greys
and earth tones of African seeds called
Imfibinga or river beads, trimmed with
rhythmic edges.
Carina - A graphic, sharply delineated
argyle and star design inspired by the

Collaboration Counts

F

Barbara and Pieter Nouwens on their stand at 100% Design South Africa

night sky, contrasted with hand-drawn
whimsical borders.
Verona - A dynamic rug with a
complementing zigzag pattern echoing
cobbled streets, finished with delicate
acanthus leaf borders.
The new rugs complement any existing
wall-to-wall MONN carpet and are also
suitable as stand-alone feature items in any
room. The variety of designs on offer can
migrate from bedroom, to living room, to
office to corporate reception area. They
are available in 8 Row specifications and
have a pile height of 8mm.
In addition, MONN offers a custom
service that allows the client freedom to
have any design expertly translated into a
plush rug. All designs are then woven from
the highest quality materials, to ensure
superior colour, maximum durability and
stain resistance. “This is because quality
is non-negotiable for MONN,” explains
Pieter Nouwens, owner and founder of
MONN. “We instil integrity into every
step of the carpet-making process by
investing in good raw materials, worldclass equipment that keeps pace with the
latest technology and expert craftspeople.”
As a value-added service, and to
ensure that MONN products retain their

or their stand at 100% Design South
Africa, Kohler® collaborated with
one of the biggest interior design
firms in Africa, Source Interior Brand
Architecture (Source IBA), to create an
African suite hotel, called Afrotel.
“Hotels in Africa are still mostly
based on Western models which do not
necessarily speak to the African condition.
The focus of this project is to develop
design solutions that address various
areas, one of them being Culture. While
first-world business hotels are pushing
boundaries regarding open bathrooms
and limited services, African culture
largely requires genteel discretion and a
proud culture of service,” explains Mardre
Meyer, Creative Director of Source IBA.
Seen on the Afrotel stand:
• The Kohler Veil Intelligent Toilet,
with its clean, refined design lines and
concealed tank, offering smart toilet
functionality. It features a remote
control with a full menu of cleansing
features including adjustable water
temperature, nozzle position and
function type, heated seat, dryer,

original quality appearance for longer,
the company has introduced a MONN
Carpet Cleaning Kit, featuring specialised
products that are imported from the UK.
These kits are WoolSafe certified and
come fully equipped with a brush, carpet
wipes, general solution, stain solution and
comprehensive instruction guide.

The Kohler Veil Intelligent Toile

deodoriser, night light and flush
control. For enhanced hygiene, the
bidet nozzle is self-cleaning and uses
sterilised water.
• The Kohler Mica Basin has the thinnest
edge Kohler has ever produced in a
basin.
• The Red Dot Design Award Winner, the
Kohler Composed Mixer is uniquely
edgy, cool and a stunning addition to
any modern interior including dark
spaces or a bright backdrop.

• Kohler showerheads featuring Katalyst™
technology offer a revolutionary air
induction system that makes each
drop feel bigger and perform better
as it optimises the showerhead spray
performance while reducing water
consumption.
“On the African continent we look
for partners that have extensive support
networks within each region and,
very importantly, partners that are as
focused on the local environment and
requirements as we are. Kohler is trusted
by some of the largest global hospitality
groups who depend on their quality and
technical support network, so they ticked
all the right boxes for us,” says Meyer.
Testimony to the success of their
collaboration was the 100% Design South
Africa Best Stand Award presented them
for the Afrotel stand.
www.africa.kohler.com
The Red Dot Design Award Winner, the
Kohler Composed Mixer

www.monn.co.za
Kohler Mica Basin
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DECOREX
JOBURG

Best Stand Awards at Decorex Joburg 2017

Decorex Joburg stand award winners

A

t their stand awards and exhibitor

breakfast function held on
Thursday, 10 August, Decorex
Joburg celebrated the best of the best
stands, products and interaction seen at
the show.
Decorex Joburg Stand Award Winners:
• Franke Kitchen Design Project – Micah
Kitchens
• The Best use of a Shell Scheme - De Kat
By Kay Interiors
• The Best Marketing Award - Hirschs
• The Most Innovative Product Award
– Kitchen Trend Feature Presented by
Careline Kitchens & MAXFINE
• Best in the Collective Category - Sithabe
• The Best Newcomer - HavWoods
• The Best Outdoor Living - Living Green
Landscapes
• The Best Plan and Build - Belgotex
• The Best Kitchen Stand - Kitchen Trend
Feature Presented by Careline Kitchens
& MAXFINE
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• The Best Décor Stand - Mr Price Home
• The Best Small Stand - Numatic
• The Best Overall Stand – Lafarge
The judges also gave 'Awards of
Excellence' to a number of other high-

end exhibitors. These included: The
SA Craft Collective, Crabtree, Stephen
Falcke, Plascon, Totem Kitchens, Neolith,
Institute of the Interior Design Professions
(IID) by Collette Living, Franke, and
Dream View Glass.

Decorex Joburg ‘Awards of Excellence’ winners.
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HOSPITALITY

Creating unique selfie moments
By Amanda Pillai

I

must admit, I have been biting my
tongue for ages because I find the grey
and neutrals pandemic so, so dreary.
Every year, I feel like saying “it’s enough
now, people!” Taking a look at some of
the future trends in hospitality feels like
a breath of fresh air – an Eureka moment
as pops of colour and deep, saturated
hues are finding their way onto the
storyboards. Yay!!
Travel specialists have indicated that
this is because so many more people
are surfing the net in order to decide
on their travel arrangements and they
are choosing their accommodation
based on how attractive the pictures are.
Millennials love to share their experiences
with their family and friends and if there’s
an attractive backdrop for their selfies,
even better!
With the increase in online blogs
and reviews, having some kind of story
that your guests can tell about where
they have stayed becomes a useful part
The green movement. Photograph by Archie Norval

of your marketing mix, too. “Local is
lekker” does not have to be tacky. It can
be done tastefully, even when it comes to
using recycled wood, metal and glass for
the décor. Including a series of ‘stories’ –
provided they are authentic - about the
region, the culture of the local people
and the flora and fauna enhances their
experiences even more.
Getting back to the flora, we’re seeing
that travellers are becoming more and
more conscious of finding ways to reduce
their carbon footprints. Having lots of live
plants in the reception and public spaces
is a good strategy that sends a message of
environmental awareness, provided the
plants are healthy and well maintained.
What’s more, all that greenery is calming
- it’s an excellent way to get your guests to
relax and enjoy themselves!

Lots of vibrant colour is great for selfies. Photograph courtesy of Decorex SA
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BEAUTIFUL
BEDROOMS

A serene and soothing sanctuary

T

he bedroom is the one place
where you can truly bring out
your personality. It’s the place
where you can retreat from the hustle
and bustle of life and reflect, restore and

revitalise your body and soul.
Clean lines and uncluttered surfaces
help to create a sensation of calmness. Coordinated wall, floor and ceiling colours
create the backdrop and the layering of

Dress beds beautifully with
Falucca Fine Linen

textures on the bed along with the correct
lighting create the mood. Here are some
ideas to enhance this intimate space.

Anglepoise and Astro from Newport Lighting

O

ne of South Africa’s leaders in
accessible designer lighting,
Newport Lighting is thrilled to
announce the launch of two familiar and
well respected British brands, Anglepoise
and Astro.
Anglepoise's iconic designs are
recognisable internationally. The very
first light was made back in 1932 but the
principles of its classic design remain
relevant today. The brand has seen
exciting developments from expanding
outdoors to imaginative reinterpretations.
It has also enjoyed collaboration with
some of Britain's leading designers
including fashion icons Paul Smith and
Margaret Howell.
Astro may initially appear less familiar
but look more closely and their archetypal
designs are decidedly identifiable. Having
graced interiors and exteriors around
the globe for 20 years, Astro is already
making a vigorous impact locally through
Newport’s Cape Town showroom.
www.newport.co.za

W

hen it comes to bed linen,
Falucca Fine Linen not
only offers total luxury, but
also tasteful bed styling solutions. Their
turnkey service is aimed at assisting
designers and decorators who require
superior quality bed linen for their
clients. From the design brief to the final
dressing of beds on site, Falucca Fine
Linen makes it their business to make
your life easier.

Their service includes:
• Egyptian cotton, True linen and percale
ranges;
• Preferential pricing;
• Customised sizing in Signature and
True linen Collections;
• Bespoke
designs
in
Signature
Collection;
• Full range of inners, 100% cotton
quilted protectors and towels;
• Extensive knowledge of natural fabrics
and bed linen, bed and bedding sizing
and how to style beds well.
• On-site bed dressing (available in Cape
Town only). They come to your site
prepared with your full order ironed
and beautifully dress the beds to
assist you and your team to meet your
completion deadline.
The Falucca Fine Linen collections are
made using only the finest cotton thread
in the world: Egyptian Cotton and flax
linen. Choose from their classic white
linen from their Timeless Collection,
their exceptional Signature Collection
made from 800 thread count Egyptian
Cotton fabric or, for a more modern
look, their True Linen Collection.
www.faluccalinen.co.za
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BEAUTIFUL
BEDROOMS

Some rugs for
the bedroom!
Urban Mandalas Vancouver Rug
by Neal Peterson for Moooi Carpets
In Hindu and Buddhist symbolism a
mandala is a circular figure representing
the universe, communicating unity and
harmony to those who seek balance. Neal
Peterson creates his very own mandalas
based on the look and feel of five cities
that hold a special place in his heart. Each
design has its own elaborate pattern and
set of colours, yet they all connect and
blend into each other at a higher level.

Biophilia Slate Broadloom
by Kit Miles for Moooi Carpets
Kit Miles’ fascination with the rich
synergy between plants and animals
comes to life in Biophillia’s mesmerising
pattern, a window into the world of plants
and nature. Hand-drawn dragonflies,
flora and surreal plants dance around each
other, bound to eternal natural cycles.
The print is available in different colour
nuances to match your natural taste.
These rugs are available from Edge
Interiors
www.edgeinteriors.co.za
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BEAUTIFUL
BEDROOMS

Vencasa Signature Collection

A

vailable exclusively from Vencasa
and Tempur stores, the Vencasa
Signature Collection has been

created for every sleep need. This includes
mattresses, headboards, bases and frames,
side tables, lamps, occasional furniture,
ottomans, linen, pillows, towels and
luxurious bedroom accessories, with
several price points to accommodate their
wide clientele.
The
Vencasa-Tempur
Concept
Stores are also exclusive stockists of the
renowned international luxury linen
brand: Reed Family Linen.
Dating back almost seven generations
to 1852, the Reed family name is
synonymous with superior linens for the
home and fine hotels. From its beginning
as a cottage industry in the English
countryside to its first mill, innovation
and quality workmanship have been its
focus. Over the years, the Reed family has
garnered international acclaim, with its
products renowned internationally.
The Reed Family Linen collections are
classic, stylish, elegant, and luxurious.
They are made from Egyptian Cotton
with a 400 thread count, ensuring quality
and softness year after year.

A unique fragrance for the bedroom – ‘Sense’

T

he use of scents for well-being and
relaxation goes back thousands
of years. The effect scents have
on us is so great it can instantly change
our state of mind. To get you to the right
state of mind to leave the day behind and
relax, Hollandia has developed ‘Sense
by Hollandia’ which is distributed by
Vencasa.
The combination of over 40 different
natural fragrances, with dominance of
unique sweet vanilla from Madagascar
and the unique dark amber from Persia,
create the right balance between relaxation
and desire. Exactly what you need in the
bedroom!
The Sense range includes aromatic
candles, fragrant diffusers, sensual pillow
sprays, room sprays and scented soaps.

HELPING YOU HELP YOUR GUESTS SLEEP BETTER!
For years Sealy has been the top choice of the hospitality industry, and for good reason. Sealy has succeeded in designing beds that are beautifully
comfortable, and able to live up to the demands of the hotel environment. With a wide range priced to suit every budget, Sealy is a great bedtime story
for every hotel or B&B intent on keeping their guests happy. Happy guests; happy you.
To learn more, please download our Sealy Hospitality Brochure from www.sealy.co.za/hospitality-solutions/

www.pharmaline.co.za/vencasa
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CHATTING
TO BEV

The Science of Sleep

D

ebbie Reinders Hall is an
accomplished
hostess
and
founder of The Hall Collection.
She chats to Bev about the importance of
sleep.
Q: Debbie, why do you place such
emphasis on being able to get a good
night’s sleep?
DH: The quality of your sleep has an
enormous impact on your mental and
physical well-being. If you consider
that, if you get a full eight hours of sleep
a night, that’s a third of your life! The
quality of those 8 hours of sleep impact
on how much energy you have during the
other important two thirds!
Q: What do you recommend to people
who have problems sleeping?
DH: Often people don’t associate their
inability to get a good night’s sleep with
the quality of their mattress. If a mattress
is too soft or too firm, your body won’t
get the right support that will allow your
muscles to relax. And then when you
move around trying to get comfortable,
your sleep patterns are interrupted. Most
people are moving every 30 minutes
and are not aware – we call these “micro
awakenings”. It’s when your REM cycles
are disturbed but you are not even aware
that you moved during the night. This is
particularly bad when you’re in the REM
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Debbie Reinders Hall with her daughter, Tasha.

(Rapid Eye Movement) cycle because
that’s when your body, cells and brain
regenerate. So I always recommend that
people start off looking for the right
mattress to suit them. There’s no “onesize-fits-all” when it comes to mattresses.

Q: Is that why you started The Hall
Collection?
DH: Yes, indeed. I learnt that diet,
exercise and sleep are key elements to good
health – but that the importance of sleep
was getting very little attention at the time.
I believe the bed is the most important
piece of furniture in the home. And the
bedroom should be a sanctuary where
you think, love, dream and replenish your
body and mind. When I decided to start
The Hall Collection, I looked for a bed
manufacturer that had the same values as
I do. Elite Beds in Switzerland had exactly
what I was looking for. They use only the
finest raw-materials to protect the health
of their clients and the environment,
without the use of toxic products. All
the natural materials are sustainably
produced, ethically sourced and hold
the EcoLabel certification. They are also
committed to combining time-honoured
production techniques and the best of
modern technical innovations to develop
a customised solution for each customer.

Q: So you’re telling me that each person
needs a different quality of mattress. How
does that work for couples?
DH: I have a team of sleep experts
that are trained to pair the right mattress
with the correct tension with each client’s
physique and personal preferences.
For couples, it’s no different because
we supply bespoke mattresses with two
separately tailored sides to satisfy both of
their needs. Elite call this their “HIS &
HERS” system.

Q: But of course the service that you
provide goes beyond finding the right
mattresses for your clients. What else do
you offer?
DH: Once we have helped our clients
choose the right beds, we help them to
dress them with the finest Egyptian linens,
blankets and quilts from Quagliotti in
Italy. We also custom-make headboards,
and supply beautiful bath towels and bath
robes that are made from 100% Egyptian
cotton.

Q: You also have a Hotel Collection. What
does that consist of?
DH: Elite beds and Quagliotti linens are
found in some of the finest 5 star hotels
in the world. From Elite, there’s a range
of upholstered bases designed to provide
traditional suspension support and box
spring bases that are made from Swiss
hardwood and assembled by hand. The
box spring bases can fit into an existing
bed frame. Then we have the Diamant and
the Ambre mattresses. The Diamant has
two layers of mini springs and high-low
core technology and it has a softer feel.
The Ambre’s progressive compression
reduces pressure for those with slender
bodies while giving optimum support for
guests with heavier frames. Then we have
the mattress toppers that have miniature
pocket springs and natural stuffing. Both
of the mattresses and the mattress toppers
have flame-retardant and stain-resistant
ticking and the single mattresses and
toppers have zips for optional double bed
assembly.
Q: Considering the investment in these
beds, how does one ensure longevity?
DH: We recognise that proper mattress
hygiene is an essential part of a safe and
healthy sleep environment, so we offer a
specialist mattress cleaning service called
Ecoclean. It’s a dry cleaning process that
takes between 60-90 minutes. It destroys
mites and eliminates bacteria, fungi and
other spores inside the mattress and it
achieves thorough disinfection without
chemicals. This process is certified by the
European Research Centre for allergies
(ECARF) and the cleaning can be
conveniently performed in the bedroom
without noise or dust. This professional
and customised service improves the
condition and lengthens the life of the
mattresses. What’s more, the mattresses
can be used immediately after the
disinfection process is finished!
Thanks Debbie! That’s good news for
anyone wanting a good night’s sleep!
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We’ve come a long way

T

racing the history of personal
hygiene across the centuries, it
seems that we have more or less
come full circle in terms of cleanliness and
sociability. The Egyptians, Romans and
Greeks were known to bathe frequently,
placing enormous emphasis on keeping

themselves clean. Then suddenly there
was a movement away from cleanliness,
where people degenerated to doing their
ablutions once a week or so, relieving
themselves in outhouses during the day
and using chamber pots at night.
Thank goodness those days are long

Italtile hosts design genius Roberto Palomba

L

gone and the modern bathroom has
become a place where we can retreat
from the hurly burly and unwind. We
are lucky to have a variety of specialist
suppliers who are dedicated to continued
re-invention of the way we use this highly
personal space.

Hygienic shower solution from Geberit

G

eberit’s new Setaplano shower
surface is made of a high-quality,
solid surface material. The
advantages of this material are evident
from the very first touch. Unlike metal,
glass or ceramic, it is both pleasantly
warm and silky smooth to the touch.
What is more, the Geberit Setaplano
shower surface is especially easy to clean.
The Geberit Setaplano shower surface:
• Suits any surroundings as it has a semimatt, white surface
• Non-porous material with special nonslip properties
• Drain positioned at the side for the
maximum amount of free space
without water accumulating
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• No edges for dirt to collect in the drain
area
• Practical comb insert for easy cleaning
• Easy and safe installation by a skilled
person thanks to pre-assembled
components
• Available in a range of sizes
• Two water seal depths.

Geberit products and systems are used
all over the world – from Spitzbergen
to Australia and from small weekend
cottages through to the largest and
tallest buildings in the world. The brand’s
philosophy can be summed up by their
slogan: Time goes by. Quality remains.
www.geberit.co.za

Above - Italtile Retail Director, Sergio Galli
(left) with Roberto Palomba at the Cape
Town launch. Photograph by Blue Lemon
Photography

ast month, Italtile gave local
architects, interior designers and
media a glimpse of the design
thinking and inspiration behind the
superlative designer range of bathroom
ware, Kartell by Laufen, designed by
Ludovica Serafini and Roberto Palomba
of Palomba Serafini Associati. The events
were well attended by many esteemed
guests of the industry, among them
architectural firms Boogertman and
Partners, PGA Architects, Square Design,
Olala Interiors, GAPP Architects, TV3
Architects, Macgregorforsyth, Driftwood
Interiors, Studio 3, WMS Architects and
Black Chilli Design.
Kartell by Laufen is the synthesis of
everything that can be innovative in the
world of the bathroom, on a functional,
technological and aesthetic level, says
Roberto Palomba. Technology has
enabled Kartell to beautify the plastic
materials to sight and touch and Laufen
to revolutionise ceramics by making it
a mutating material. Introduced in the
new Kartell by Laufen bathroom is the
revolutionary SaphirKeramik. Strong
and malleable, SaphirKeramik permits
the creation of wafer-thin 4-5 mm robust
walls and tight-edge radii of just 1 to
2mm, allowing itself to be fashioned along
minimal, architectural lines.
The boundaries between masculine
and feminine forms become blurred in
the design of this collection. The couple
describe this concept as the "fingerprint of
nature" - now a feature of the style of both

designers, who prove here, as well as in
other design projects, to be equal partners
with neither dominating the other.
Respect for the environment, the
recyclability of materials, the need to waste
neither energy nor water, and to limit CO₂
emissions during transport are some of
the aspects that were considered when
formulating this collaborative range. The
result: the Kartell by Laufen bathroom
which is an interconnected ecosystem
where washbasins, sanitaryware, storage
units, shower bases, bathtubs, taps and
fittings, lights and accessories coexist with
the maximum flexibility.
www.italtile.co.za
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Duravit celebrates 200 years

such as a walnut console and discreet,
white vanity units, interesting accents can
be created.

F

ounded in 1817 in Hornberg in
the Black Forest, Duravit AG now
operates in more than 130 countries
worldwide. In the beginning, the company
concentrated on specialising in the
production of ceramics, later evolving to
become a manufacturer of sanitaryware
products. Durability is part of the
company’s ethos which encompasses the
responsible choice of materials, diligent
craftsmanship and attention to detail to
ensure that their customers enjoy their
for a very long time. In the Duravit
design language, everything fits together
to create an overarching whole. Here are
some of their latest developments.
NORDIC ELEGANCE WITH GENTLE
COLOUR SHADES
The Nordic furnishing style is
characterised by clear forms and soft,
natural colours. For Duravit, the Danish
designer, Cecilie Manz has combined
Nordic design with new technologies,
new colours and new materials, which
are impressive in terms of both feel and
function. The Luv bathroom series offers
completely new design possibilities for
either larger rooms or guest bathrooms
as the unusual design combines Nordic
purism with timeless, emotional elegance.
The above-counter basins made from

The use of the patented c-bonded technology sees
the washbasin and vanity unit being ultimately
combined to produce a minimalist masterpiece.
Furniture finish: Oak Cashmere (real-wood veneer)
Mirror: L-Cube by Christian Werner

Air that sets new standards with its
clarity, precision and reduction. Exact
edges blend with the organically flowing
inner contours. From the washbasin to
the bathtub, the collection is designed
to be sustainable and is made with the
innovative materials DuraCeram and
DuraSolid. Combined with the new
furniture frame, the washbasins become
a veritable eye-catcher in the bathroom.
This flexible base is height-adjustable and
can be supplied in silver (chrome) or matt
black.
Luv guest bathroom, Console plate in White
Structure (Quartz), furniture in Night Blue

DuraCeram® impress with their subtle
lines, generous inner basin and clear
edges. The selection of materials and
colours is testament to Cecilie Manz’s
refined sense for touch and nuances. For
the first time, Duravit uses matt glazes in
soft tones on the outside of the DuraCeram
wash bowls, which contrast with the highglaze white ceramic inside the bowl. New
pale Nordic colours in satin-matt lacquer
can also be found on the furniture. The
distinctively shaped baths are based on
the form of the wash bowl and are made
from the mineral material DuraSolid A,
which offers a pleasantly warm feel and a
high-quality matt look.

The Luv oval above-counter basins made from
DuraCeram® impress with their subtle lines,
generous inner basins, and clean edges.
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TIMELESS GEOMETRY RE-IMAGINED
Clear, timeless forms create lasting
value and are popular for bathroom
furnishings. Vero Air, designed by
Duravit, is in keeping with this ongoing
trend: the entire bathroom series
impresses both purists and individuals
with a feel for durable design. With its
clear, classically rectangular form, Vero
has been one of the architectural classics
of bathroom design since 2001. Thanks
to modern manufacturing technologies,
the precise design of Vero Air reinterprets
Vero's timeless geometry. The range’s
washbasins and bathtubs impress with
reduced edges and a striking linear charm.
With its new DuraSquare collection,
Duravit presents an upgrade of Vero

with a variable width and depth. They
can be combined with vanity units and
furniture from a total of seven Duravit
ranges: L-Cube, Vero, Happy D.2, Delos,
DuraStyle, Ketho and X-Large. The
Duravit consoles are available with 32
different finishes from high-gloss lacquer,
for example in Apricot Pearl or Stone
Blue, to real-wood fronts such as oak or
walnut. With individual combinations

RED DOT AND IF AWARDS
This year, being the its 200th year, the
company’s outstanding design credentials
have once again been honoured with
numerous awards. The products of the P3
Comforts range and c-bonded technology
were the recipients of the Red Dot Product
Design Award 2017. Furthermore,
the toilet from the Darling New range
featuring Rimless flushing technology
and the SensoWash Slim shower-toilet
seat, along with the c-bonded technology,
were honoured with the iF Award.
"Over 160 design awards since the
start of the 1990s are an important and
powerful symbol of the international
appreciation of our work." says CEO, Dr.
Frank Richter. "Duravit has a precisely
formulated and recognisable design
language that is unique, and which is
clearly based on fundamental archetypal
forms. We are contemporary without
being trendy, more straightforward than
opulent, and always timeless – and that is
what is necessary for lasting success.”
www.duravit.com

CREATIVE
SOLUTIONS
FOR
COMPACT AREAS
Increasingly limited living space
demands greater practicality. And this
requires smart solutions. With the
innovative Shower + Bath combination,
Duravit has succeeded in uniting the strict
requirements regarding contemporary
bathroom design and optimum use of
space: the design by EOOS features a
walk-in shower and bathtub in one. The
functional versatility of Shower + Bath is
a result of the high level of precision in
the finishing and the use of the innovative
material, DuraSolid A.
Individual and cut-to-size washing
areas with surrounds and storage space
are both functional and convenient.
The new console system comprises
uniform furniture consoles in two
different thicknesses (30 and 45 mm),
Shower + Bath with closed glass door for use
as bathtub. The cushion serves an additional
function when relaxing in the bathtub.
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Natural Lighting for the Bathroom

G

etting the right light in a room is
important as it can really change
the way you feel and how a room
looks. Bathroom lighting has many jobs
to do. It needs to feel fresh and clean to get
that zing in your step every morning, have
the ability to wind you down each night or
make it easy and glamorous to primp for
date night.
When it comes to controlling natural
light, the good news is that there’s no
reason to compromise if you want a true
designer finish to your bathroom décor.
Luxaflex has a fabulous range of blinds,
shades and shutters covering classic to
contemporary – all designed to stand up
to the day-in, day-out practicalities of
condensation and humidity you’d find
in any bathroom (or kitchen)…however
well ventilated.
According to Luxaflex, daylight and
electric light should be seen as one
scheme in the planning stages, rather than
just replacements for one another. So, for

instance, top down/bottom up blinds
or window blinds that filter light should
be used with spot light fixtures, ceiling
lights or vanity lights to change the look
and feel during the days and the changing
seasons. Privacy is also key here, so you
should look to control the light as well as
the visibility.
Control light, choose privacy with Top
Down / Bottom-Up
Privacy is so important in making a
bathroom a real sanctuary. And Luxaflex’s
unique ‘Top Down/ Bottom-Up’ option
gives you all the freedom you could want
to create just the right level of privacy.
Choose to open the shades from the top,
the bottom or somewhere in between and
control light with beautiful simplicity.
Saving energy in the bathroom
A bathroom window is no different to
any other window…you can still lose up
to 50% of the heat through it. Consider
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Duette® energy-saving shades which help
cut the heat-loss with their unique design.
This helps to keep you comfortably cool
in the summer and wonderfully warm in
the winter. They’re resistant to water and
moisture in the air too.
Dustblock® - the perfect choice for your
bathroom
With all the condensation and humidity
in a bathroom, an ordinary fabric could
soon start to suffer which is why Luxaflex
recommends treating fabrics with
Dustblock® – this special formulation
leaves them antistatic and able to repel
moisture and dirt – making all shades and
blinds easier to clean and keeping them in
pristine condition for longer. Dustblock®
is available with Luxaflex Duette® Shades
and Designer Roller Blinds.
www.luxaflex.co.za
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Bathroom companions

Stunning built-in baths

D

riven by innovation and
engineering
excellence,
Bathroom Butler has built
a reputation as one of the leading
bathroom accessory manufacturers in
sub-Sahara Africa. They are committed
to progressively change the way home
owners perceive their bathrooms with
the fittings and accessories they choose
to install. A bathroom is no longer just a
bath, basin and a toilet as home owners
are now treating this room as an extension
of their living space and are beginning to
understand the importance of acquiring
the latest bathroom accessories and heated
towel-rails as the top quality, stylish,
hygienic and on-trend companions for
their type of bathroom.
Bathroom Butler has redefined
quality, style and uniqueness with the
latest announcement of their Matte
Black bathroom accessories range.
Manufactured from Grade 304 stainless
steel and designed with engineering
excellence, the new Matte Black range
forms part of Bathroom Butler’s bespoke
portfolio of in-vogue, design-specific
bathroom accessories. The addition comes
hot on the heels of the launch of their
exquisite rose gold bathroom accessories
and stands testament to their commitment
to designing and manufacturing not only
high-end accessories, but accessories that
lead the trend in style.

Bathroom Butler’s Matte Black range
consists of a variety of meticulously
crafted items, including: Paper Holders,
Single Robe Hooks, Soap Racks, Towel
Rings and Single Towel Rails. These items
are available in the 4600 Series Premium
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B

Collection (round design) as well as
the 8500 Series Premium Collection
(square design), in matte finishes that
will add personality and ensure that your
bathroom is right on-trend.

Bathroom Butler
0860 104 653
info@bathroombutler.co.za
www.bathroombutler.co.za

ETTE baths is a name synonymous
with timeless elegance, style,
durability and unsurpassed quality.
As the leading German manufacturer
of titanium steel baths, BETTE has
recognised the necessity and beneficial
reasons home owners need bathtubs that
are not only comfortable, but luxurious
too.
The BETTE story began over 60 years
ago. From the humble beginnings of
a small family-owned manufacturing
business in Delbrück, Germany, the
company has continued to grow as
they consistently aim to refine the use
of natural raw materials such as glass,
water and steel to create the world’s most
beautiful baths.
Over recent years, as homes have
continued to undergo renovations or
new houses are built, the subject around
bath tubs has naturally popped up. Dropin bath tubs offer fantastic space saving
solutions that add an aesthetic appeal to
the overall bathroom design, highlighting
clear-cut elegance and harmonious lines.

Choosing a BETTE drop-in bath always
offers a guarantee of lasting value thanks
to the durable quality of the BetteGlaze®
surface, which is scratch-resistant, nonporous and permanently retains its
brilliant colour and glossy shine. The
exceptional quality of BetteGlaze® is
achieved through a special wet-in-wet
process which allows the company to
deliver a perfectly thin layer of enamel
to the surface of the products. It is the
fineness of the layer that makes it so
strong and flexible.
The BetteGlaze® surface is therefore
harder than marble, plastic or steel. When
used as intended, it is almost impossible
to be damaged on impact by any of the
objects that are normally found in the
bathroom. It is also particularly robust,
and resistant to chemicals, cosmetics and
bath additives - even nail polish will not
mark it.
www.bette.co.za
info@distinctcollection.co.za.
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Abrazo Bath and Katalyst™ Showerhead
Technology from KOHLER®

I

Hansgrohe: over a century of innovation

I

f you are a trendy millennial, your
bathroom is probably sleek, chic, and
gadget-filled, populated by plenty of
plants. Organic shapes are in – from tap
to bottom, natural forms are a big trend.
Fortunately, the Hansgrohe Group
is all about innovation – here are some
milestones of the brand:
• Philippe Starck’s Axor Starck Organic
bathroom collection (2014) remains on
trend today.
• EcoSmart Mixers and showers came in
2007, reducing water consumption by
up to 60%.
• 2005 saw the Airpower fusing air with
water to create softer droplets for an
enhanced showering experience.
• In 2003 the trendy Raindance showers

n designing KOHLER® Abrazo baths,
the idea was to create a bath with a
strong personality that breaks with
the usual aesthetics seen in freestanding
baths. These baths are made from exclusive
Lithocast, a solid-surface material mix of
mineral powder and acrylic resin. Satiny
smooth, and warm to the touch, Lithocast
is hard-wearing and durable while still
undeniably beautiful. This especially thick
material stands up over time whilst the
manufacturing process allows for stateof-the art shapes. The distinctive, ovoid
shape of the Abrazo is reminiscent of
an elegant, handcrafted piece of pottery.
Sleek and elegant, with an organic twist,
it fits easily into contemporary bathroom
design.
Moving over to the shower, the latest
showerheads from KOHLER® feature

•

•

•

•

•

arrived, with a distinctive large spray
disc and flat silhouette.
In 2000, Hansgrohe’s concealed iBox
universal installation was introduced to
control water temperature.
In 1989, pre-installed Hansgrohe
shower systems became all the
rage – especially after they could be
electronically controlled in 1990.
1968 saw the introduction of the
Selecta hand shower – the world’s first
shower with adjustable jet types. Over
30 million sales were recorded!
The Hansgrohe colourful plastic
shower was a huge hit in the
technicolour seventies, while the
eighties saw the introduction of an
eco-conscious mindset with the
Mistral Eco hand shower. This reduced
water consumption by 50% and put
Hansgrohe firmly on the map as a
‘green’ industry pioneer.
In 1928, Hansgrohe made showering
an option for many people for the first
time, with its invention of the hand
shower with the porcelain handle.
Not always such a pretty picture, the

Axor Starck

bathroom has transformed to a space of
privacy and peace, where one can ponder
the meaning of life in comfort. Today,
the lavatory is all about exquisite ecoconscious design and constant innovation
– the motivational bastions behind
Hansgrohe’s success for the last 116 years.
Isn’t it wonderful to live in the age where
bathing is expected and chamber pots
gimmicky relics of ye olde bottoms of
yore?
www.hansgrohe.com

Airpower

Bathroom Storage from Trade Secret

T
Katalyst™ technology that creates a
showering experience of sheer freedom
and bliss. The revolutionary air induction
system makes each drop feel bigger and
perform better whilst conserving water.
The showerhead and nozzle geometry
simulate a real rain experience with
raindrops of varying sizes. Sprays are
therefore more generous and intense,
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enhancing the user’s sensory experience.
Two litres of air per minute are cleverly
infused into the water via a concealed
venturi valve system positioned at the
base of the showerhead. The spray face
is optimised to deliver more generous,
focused
water
droplet
coverage,
stimulating the senses and limiting
overspray.

The shower heads are available in two
design options – round or square in a
range of sizes and finishes, including the
newly launched ultra-thin range.

his very popular, single basin
bathroom cabinet is made of pine
and has been treated with a lovely
grey finish. It has two central cupboards
and eight small drawers on either side for
a unique look and plenty of storage space.
Vanities with his and hers basins and
cabinets made of eco-friendly reclaimed
pine also available.
www.trade-secret.co.za

www.africa.kohler.com
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CHAIR OF
NOTE 146

The Saddle Chair
“A truly storied piece.”
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S

traddling the heritage of elegant sporting
pursuits such as racing and polo with the
rugged world of rodeo, the Saddle Chair
from the Timothy Oulton stable is characterised
by its distinctive, aged appearance. Imbued with
the sense of a life fully lived, stories of travel and
adventure seem to be captured in every crack and
scar in the leather.
Craftsmen blend this cracked and damaged
look with the leather’s natural softness to create a

totally unique, luxurious experience. Each piece,
developed in Buck’d N Brok’n finish, may look
slightly different from another and the unique
markings and grain patterns on the leather, as
well as distressed scratches and abrasions, will
vary from piece to piece.
The full Timothy Oulton range is available
through Weylandts.
www.weylandts.co.za
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The bridge can be towed, sailed or
motored to different locations

T
Revolving
Sail Bridge
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he Ordos government requires
a pedestrian bridge to cross the
Wulanmulun River, located in
Ordos City, in the Kangbashi district of
Mongolia.
Margot Krasojević’s proposal is for a
bridge that consists of a main floating
section which gives buoyant support
to three expanding walkways, and a
carbon fibre triple sail which is raised
and lowered by the buoyancy rotator. The
bridge would be a flexible structure that
can relocate by sailing along the river to
its new position. To do so, it would fold
into multiple sections that stack into each
other.
A hydraulic telescopic secondary

1. Marine flotation airbags
2. Mobius ballast rotator
3. Carbon fibre sail
4. Hydraulic walkway frame
5. Mobius thruster maintains heading
6. Crossflow turbines
7. Expanded walkway
8. Pedestrian platforms and seating

structure would support the pedestrian
walkway. Expanding and contracting into
the main body of the primary structure,
its movement would depend on where the
sailboat bridge is berthed.
The bridge has been designed to
be moored along the quayside, sailed
into any location along the river or be
permanently positioned using Caisson
foundations which would be floated and
sunk into position, thus stabilising the
bridge. Screw-in moorings, along with
nine ton anchors, would provide further
stability to prevent drift.
The bridge’s flexible walkways would
adapt to different quays and span
across the river, expanding and folding
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The moving bridge can fold its
multiple sections in a stackable
way to move along the river
accordingly. The hydraulic walkway
would be supported by the river bank’s
landing docks while the main body of
the bridge would be kept afloat by the sail
and its rotator. The walkway’s and the ring
frame’s weight distribution would prevent
it capsizing. The primary ring frame
has been designed to have eight marine
floatation airbags to further stabilise the
sail rotation.
The sails would be made of lightweight
aluminium frame, clad in a carbon fibre
reinforced polymer. They would be
suspended from a rotating Mobius ballast
chamber which would be hydraulically
operated by a thruster to rotate and fill
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with water in order to revolve the sail and
relocate the bridge. The rotating Mobius
element would be made from lightweight
aluminium enveloped in stabiliser fins
and photovoltaic cells which would power
the thruster. It would consist of five ballast
tanks which would fill with water and
rotate the sail from horizontal to vertical.
The other four tanks would then be left
filled with air so that the sail remains
buoyant when used either as a bridge or
sailed to a new position.
Acting as a raft, an array of cylindrical
cross flow turbines would skim the
water’s surface, their buoyancy helping to
support and stabilise the bridge’s primary

structure.
When the bridge is in use, the sail
would be lowered and act as a canopy over
a seated area for people to enjoy the views
and the platform gardens. In order to sail
down the river, the bridge would unhinge
from the hydraulic triangular section ring
frame and rotate into vertical position.
Solar panels would line the walkways,
providing energy for the three electric
motor generators. The bridge could then
be towed, sailed or motored into different
locations along the Wulanmulun River.

The triple sail consists of carbon fibre

Official name of the project: Revolving
Solar Sail Bridge
Location: Ordos, Kangbashi, Mongolia
Client: Ordos government, Inner
Mongolia, China
Architect/Designer: Margot Krasojević
Project manager: Margot Krasojević
Collaborators: Out to tender
Image credits: Margot Krasojević

www.margotkrasojevic.org
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Events
10 - 13 September 2017
The Rug Show
New York, USA
New York International Carpet Show
www.therugshow.com

designjunction at London Design Festival
21 - 24 September 2017
from New Zealand will unveil its Design
#1 chair, made from 100% recyclable
composite linen fibres, bio-based resins
and recycled brass—the first of its kind.
Artifact Lighting will showcase its latest
Coolicon Wall Light, an adaption of the
1930s iconic Coolicon pendant, whilst the
new lighting collection from DI CLASSE
draws inspiration from traditional
Japanese culture.
Other key brands to look out for
in Cubitt House and Cubitt Park
include Bethan Gray, Clippings, Dark
Light Design, Deadgood, Ethnicraft,
Eleanor Pritchard, Friends & Founders,
Humanscale, in-Es Art Design, Isokon
Plus, Lammhults, Made by Greg Cox,
Norr11, Olivia Aspinall Studio, OMK
1965, SCIN Gallery, TedWood, Very
Good & Proper and more.

12 - 13 September 2017
Landscape Show
London, United Kingdom
Trade event dedicated to products, services and
innovation for the design, build and management
of exterior and interior landscape projects
www.landscapeshow.co.uk
13 – 15 September 2017
International Sourcing Fair
Ticketpro Dome, Johannesburg
Sourcing for the home, office,
retail & hospitality sectors
www.reedexpo.com
14 - 16 September 2017
Interior Lifestyle China
Shanghai, China
International Trade Fair for Household
Products and Accessories
interior-lifestyle-china.hk.messefrankfurt.com/
shanghai
17 - 20 September 2017
Decorex International
Syon Park, London
International Interior Design Exhibition
www.decorex.com
20 – 23 September 2017
100% Design UK
Olympia, London
UK’s largest Trade Event for Architects & Designers
www.100percentdesign.co.uk
21 – 24 September 2017
London Design Fair
London, United Kingdom
Furniture, Interior Design, Lighting
www.londondesignfair.co.uk
25 – 29 September 2017
CERSAIE International Exhibition
Bologna, Italy
Exhibition of Ceramic Tiles & Bathroom
Furnishings
www.cersaie.it
27 – 29 September 2017
D3
Hamburg, Germany
Digital, Design and Development Fair
www.d3fair.com
28 September – 8 October 2017
EDIT
Toronto, Canada
Expo for Design, Innovation & Technology
www.editdx.org
14 – 18 October 2017
High Point Market
High Point, USA
Trade show for the Furniture Industry
www.highpointmarket.org

FREDERICIA

N

ow in its seventh year,
designjunction returns to Kings
Cross this September (21–24)
as part of the annual London Design
Festival. The 2017 edition of the show
will present more than 200 international
design brands, hundreds of product
launches, 70 pop-up shops and bespoke
installations, in addition to the schedule
of lively talks and debates.
The show will take place across five
key sites — all within a stone’s throw
of each other, including the centrally
located Granary Square (registration
and installations), Cubitt House (lighting
and furniture), Cubitt Park (emerging
designers and materials), The Crossing
(installations and partnership projects)
and The Canopy (retail).
CUBITT HOUSE AND CUBITT PARK
Showcasing the best in Scandinavian
design, Icons of Denmark will present
new products, bringing mid-century
design icons back to life. Danish brand
Fredericia will showcase 100 years of
craftsmanship by launching high-quality
furniture collections including the Acme
and Verve chair series and the Barbry

collection of stools and tables. Kahler
Design will make its UK debut, presenting
its latest accessories range; whilst Skagerak
will display new furniture collections that
draw on traditional craftsmanship and
materials. Celebrating 25 years this year,
Design House Stockholm will launch
its Torso chair, Ram easy chair and Air
sideboard.
Wallace Sewell, also celebrating 25
years of creating distinctive, colourful
and beautifully woven British designs
and will launch the brand’s first ever rug
collection. After the success of the Hardy
chair by David Irwin, Another Country
will be extending the range to include
an armchair, a rocking chair, a bar stool
and tables. Founded by furniture designer
Samuel Chan, Channels will launch a
series of six cabinets inspired by “cabinets
of curiosity”.
Established more than 150 years ago
and still using the same hand bending
wood techniques, Czech Republic-based
furniture company TON is showing new
collections including the Alba chair range,
Merano lounge armchair, Lasa table and
Fleur coat stand.
Innovative design studio Revology

Another Country, Bethan Gray and Very Good & Proper

THE CANOPY
The Canopy, a temporary pop-up
venue for over 70 premium retail brands,
will be home to everything from fashion
accessories and technology to textiles and
stationery. The area will take shape under
an impressive heritage-protected wrought
iron structure, attracting retail buyers and
design-savvy consumers.
Brands to out look out for in The
Canopy include &Ratio, 12thirteen,
Abalon Star, Adriana Homewares, Alice
Bosc, Another Studio, Areaware, Beatrice
Larkin, Béton Brut, Campbell Cole,
Chalk Wovens, Dashel Helmets, Dorothy,
Emma Alington, Hampson Woods,
Humanscale, Industrial Jewellery, Koti &
Co, Laura Knight Studio, Laura Spring,
LEXON, Marby & Elm, Melin Tregwynt,
MOXON London, Newgate Watches,
Oggetto, One We Made Earlier, O.W
London, Papersmith, Room-9, Someday
Designs, Studio Hausen, Such & Such,
Swiss Design Corner, Tom Pigeon, Wolf
& Moon, and more.
thedesignjunction.co.uk
Photography by: As Above

HAMPSON WOODS

Information correct at time of going to press.
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Ferrari: Under the Skin
70th Anniversary for Ferrari

Ferrari 166-195 Sport Coupé MM Figurino a colori 13

I

f you’re in London in November, take
some time out to visit The Design
Museum in Kensington High Street,
London. You’ll be privy to some behindthe-scenes revelations of the design,
manufacturing and engineering of one of
the most iconic car brands on the planet
that is celebrating its 70th anniversary this
year.
Entitled Ferrari: Under the Skin, the
exhibition will take you through the
brand’s remarkable history, from the
launch of the first Ferrari car in 1947 to
the latest cars in production. The display
will bring together early design models,
drawings, letters and memorabilia as
well as some of the most famous Ferraris
to be seen on roads and racing circuits
around the world. Together, these
artefacts and original documents provide
an unprecedented study of automotive
design, including wind tunnel models
and hand-sculpted models in both clay
and wood.
The exhibition will also pay tribute to
Enzo Ferrari with his passion for racing
which ultimately gave rise to the brand, to
Ferrari’s racing heritage, and the ongoing
quest for innovation.
The exhibition will be open between 15
November 2017 and 15 April 2018.

Ferrari World Abu Dhabi, 2010

F150 design drawing

designmuseum.org
newdesignmuseum.tumblr.com
Side view with the mechanics in the transparency of the first Ferrari car, 125 S. - Gioachino
Colombo’s project executed in August 1945
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Rally of the South African Ferrari Clubs on the Kyalami Circuit for the 50th Anniversary Celebration, 1997
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ABOUT ART

Élévation
Exhibition open until 11 November 2017

F

or its second anniversary, Atelier
Relief presents « Élévation », a
dialogue of forms produced by
5 photographers. The exhibition features
a series of extreme-reliefs, photos of
building facades, stairs, high-built
motorways and flyovers, a look upon the
soaring constructions of mankind, where
the volume of reliefs echo the volume of
the structures themselves.

Michel Figuet, cofounder of the lab
« Imaginoir », works with Jean-Loup Sieff,
Peter Lindbergh, Sebastiao Salgado, Sarah
Moon. Author of three books (Room
with a view, Traveller Photographs,
House by Diane Keaton), he has been
a photographer for Paul Smith, Karl
Lagerfeld, Valentino, Gucci, Etam, Air
France, Virgin, Universal and Sony.
For Atelier Relief, he traces his
luminous facades with shadow, reels in
staircases as still as the eye of the cyclone
and motorways ready to fly away.

Dirk
Bakker
alias
@macenzo
(Instagram) lives in Amsterdam. He
captures the « lines of the city », creating a
rhythm that attracts the eye.
Two of his reliefs made for the Atelier
present a mystery-filled ovoid vessel
along with towers that call out with their
vertical twists.
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Joseph Jabbour is an architect and photographer, and a musician of
the city. Playing with textures, he explores minimalism and the graphic
nature of the urban landscape.
His language is composed of broken lines, rays of light and running
shadows. His storied windows are like notes upon a staff.

Serge Najjar photographs the relationship between
individuals and architecture. With a sharp eye, he captures
the limit between chaos and order. Since 2011, he has
published on Instagram (@serjios), and exhibited at:
Tanit Gallery (Beyrouth, Munich), and Edelman Gallery
(Chicago). His walls of relief oppose straight lines and
diagonals, the contour of the stone and the presence of
shadow, complex cubist partition and simple figures.
The exhibition is taking place at rue Vilain XIIII 20,
Brussels, Belgium.
www.atelier-relief.com

Steven Ng began photography in 2014. His images of facades
are a game of angles and symmetries, of myriads of windows. His
perspectives, at the intersections of infinite lines, instil a new sense
of vertigo: horizontal vertigo.
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The Encounter - Drawings from Leonardo to Rembrandt

T

13 July to 22 October 2017, National Portrait Gallery, London

his art exhibition brings together
forty-eight portrait drawings by
artists who worked throughout
Europe, including Antonio di Puccio
Pisano (Pisanello), Leonardo da Vinci,
Albrecht Dürer, Francesco Salviati, Hans
Holbein the Younger, Annibale Carracci,
Gian Lorenzo Bernini, Anthony Van
Dyck, and Rembrandt van Rijn. While
the works on display are by some of the
outstanding masters of the Renaissance
and Baroque periods, the drawings have
been selected not only because they are
extraordinary records of an artist’s skill
and a sitter’s appearance, but because
they appear to capture a moment of
connection, an encounter between an
artist and a sitter.
Some of the people depicted in these
portraits can be identified, such as the
emperor’s chaplain or the king’s clerk, but
many are faces from the street – the nurse,
the shoemaker, and the artist’s friends and
pupils in the studio – whose likenesses
were rarely captured in paintings during

this period. The exhibition includes some
of the hidden treasures of Britain’s finest
collections, as the drawings’ sensitivity to
light means they cannot be put on regular
display.
Highlights include 15 drawings
generously lent by Her Majesty The Queen
from the Royal Collection, including eight
portraits by Hans Holbein the Younger;
a group of drawings produced in the
Carracci studio from Chatsworth; and the
British Museum’s preparatory drawing
by Albrecht Dürer for a lost portrait of
Henry Parker, Lord Morley, who had
been sent to Nuremberg as ambassador
by King Henry VIII.
Dr Nicholas Cullinan, Director,
National Portrait Gallery, London,
comments: “Some of the drawings were
perhaps never intended to leave the artists’
studios, but are arguably amongst the
most engaging and powerful impressions
of personal likeness in the history of art.”
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Dr Tarnya Cooper, Curatorial Director,
National Portrait Gallery, London, adds:
“Part of the appeal in looking at portrait
drawings is that they seem to speak to us
directly without embellishment or polish;
in contrast to painted portraiture, the
graphic process appears unmediated by
the artfulness of technique. Some of the
portrait drawings in this exhibition were
executed at speed, capturing a fleeting
moment in time, while others were more
finished and controlled, yet still appear

to have an honesty and integrity that
captures a dynamic connection between
artist and sitter.”
The Encounter: Drawings from
Leonardo to Rembrandt is curated by
the National Portrait Gallery’s Curatorial
Director Dr Tarnya Cooper, and its
Collections Curator, 16th Century, Dr
Charlotte Bolland.
www.npg.org.uk

Study of a Young Man, by Annibale
Carracci, mid 1580s The Trustees
of the Chatsworth Settlement ©
Devonshire Collection, Chatsworth
A sheet of figure studies, with
male heads and three sketches
of a woman with a child by
Rembrandt von Rijn c.1636 ©
The Henry Barber Trust, the
Barber Institute of Fine Arts,
University of Birmingham
Giulio Pedrizzano, The Lutenist
Mascheroni by Annibale
Carracci c.1593-4 Royal
Collection Trust © Her Majesty
Queen Elizabeth II 2017
Study of a Male Nude by
Leonardo da Vinci c.1504-6
Royal Collection Trust © Her
Majesty Queen Elizabeth II 2017
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Sir John Godsalve by Hans Holbein the
Younger c.1532-4 Royal Collection Trust ©
Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth II 2017

Young Woman in a French Hood, possibly Mary Zouch
by Hans Holbein the Younger c.1533 Royal Collection
Trust © Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth II 2017

Man wearing a wide collar, possibly Luigi Bernini
by Gian Lorenzo Bernini c.1640 Royal Collection
Trust © Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth II 2017

Seated Young Girl by Wenceslaus Hollar, 1635 ©
UCL Art Museum, University College, London

Man Wearing a Black Cap by Hans Holbein
the Younger c.1535 Royal Collection Trust ©
Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth II 2017

Woman Wearing a White Headdress by Hans
Holbein the Younger c.1532-43 Royal Collection
Trust © Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth II 2017

Henry Parker, 10th Baron Morley by Albrecht Dürer,
1523 © The Trustees of the British Museum
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Sir Joan Ibiza
An urban oasis on a legendary Spanish island

Eexterior and pool
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Lobby

Eexterior and pool

F

ounded in Amsterdam in 2013,
Sir Hotels cater to those who are
looking for authentic stories and
distinctive locations. Each hotel has
stunning interior design, exceptional
restaurants and bars and specialises in
providing guests unique experiences on
and off the property.
The fifth in its stable and the first
Spanish property for Sir Hotels, Sir Joan

is situated facing the marina with the old
town of Ibiza as a backdrop. The hotel is
surrounded by the most renowned and
exciting nightlife with Talamanca beach
and the city centre only a short walk away.
Sir Joan is rooted in bygone days when
free-spirited communities would meet to
create music and art in Ibiza. The 38 rooms
and suites feature stripped wooden yacht
flooring and highly polished stainless

steel wall panels, which, when hit by the
incoming sunlight, visually emulate the
movement of waves. Each room features
a balcony, while the suites have up to two
balconies as well as an indoor living area.
The hotel offers two penthouse suites
on the top floor, each boasting a 80m2
wraparound terrace with 360 degree
views of Ibiza, outdoor seating, a private
cabana and an open-air kitchen.
IZAKAYA Asian Kitchen & Bar
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Bathroom

Room interior

Corridor

The unique design of the rooms offers
the feeling of intimacy and the luxury of
being on a yacht while the hotel stays true
to the openness of Balearic identity.
The interiors are designed by awardwinning architects and interior designers
Baranowitz + Kronenberg, and pay
homage to yacht-living and the ocean.
Barcelona-based Architects Ribas & Ribas
have created a unique and contemporary
checkered façade in the heart of the island,
just steps away from famous clubs such
as Pacha and Lio. The property boasts a
collection of curated artworks featuring
work from Spanish art legend Joan
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Bathroom

Hernandez Pijuan, and Carlos Irijalba
Inercia, alongside photographs from
Ibiza-based photographer Landry A.
The ground floor public area has a
‘members only’ social club atmosphere.
Inside, vertical corrugated steel bars line
up along the interior walls, with naval
ropes and corroded metal reminiscent
of the erosion caused by the sea, while
the outside area boasts a triangular pool,
heated throughout the winter season,
lined with cabanas and lounge chairs.
In the public space, the outside
blends into the inside, and is home to
one of the property’s two restaurants,

IZAKAYA Asian Kitchen & Bar, set to be
the island’s next hotspot. Originating in
Amsterdam, the iconic restaurant offers
guests and locals a culinary experience
of contemporary Japanese cuisine fused
with Peruvian flavours.
The
second
restaurant,
THE
BUTCHER, is an award-winning,
high end burger bar which is accessed
through a separate entrance. The popular
Amsterdam eatery is open throughout
the night, ideal for the island’s late-night
revellers.
www.sirjoanhotel.com
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The Vine Bistro very Glenelly
“My vision is to establish
Glenelly as a world-class
estate, producing awardwinning wines with power,
elegance and balance.”

I

n 2003, at the age of 78, May de
Lencquesaing, then owner of the
famous Chateau Pichon Longueville
Comtesse de Lalande, purchased Glenelly
which was part of the original Idas Valley
farm in the Cape Winelands, established
in 1682 with permission from Simon van
der Stel. May set about planting vines to
replace the existing fruit trees, realising
her vision of establishing a thriving
winery that best utilises the soils and
microclimate of the valley and supports
local economic development and the
community.
The 1783 stamp on the labels
signifies nearly 250 years of the family’s
involvement in the wine industry. Their
ancestor, Elie Miailhe, was granted the
title of ‘royal wine broker’ in France, in
1783 and May de Lencquesaing (née
Miailhe), continues this tradition together
with her grandchildren, Nicolas Bureau
and Arthur de Lencquesaing in the 21st
century at Glenelly.
When it came time to refresh the
tasting room and glass museum and
add a friendly eatery, the owners
looked no further than award-winning
interior design studio, Inhouse. Guided
by Director Phillip Wyatt and Senior
Designer Brenda Hart, the team drew
their inspiration from the estate’s legacy
and surrounding mountainscape to
produce a warm and inviting space that
was slightly unconventional, with a
modern French twist.
To carry through Glenelly’s theme of
mixing the old with the new, Inhouse
incorporated subtle features that hint at
the estate’s rich history, such as the eyecatching replica of a twenty-year-old vine,
which hangs suspended in the air in the
building’s reception area. Just beyond
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the reception, The Vine Bistro, which
is headed by Christophe Dehosse, (a
French chef who is well established in the
Winelands), commands stunning views of
the surrounding vineyards.
The bistro’s interior is inspired by the
French-style menu and incorporates
classic French furnishings such as 19th
century chairs and classic Parisian
tables. White metro wall tiles, patterned
floor tiles and classic French-style wall
mouldings on the bars and counters, all
come together to complete the look.
Inspired by the unique collection of
340 pieces of antique and contemporary
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glassware and artwork housed in the
estate’s museum beneath the winery,
Inhouse decided to incorporate various
glass pendant lights throughout the bistro.
Suspended brass lights were also included
to emphasise the French theme.
The tasting room, of course, is where
the character of the estate comes to life
and visitors are able to sample the farm’s
selection of wines. The pièce de résistance
in this space is the tasting bar, which is
made from an impressive amalgamation
of polished concrete and granite from the
terroir with a selection of extraordinary
hand-blown glass lights that hang

suspended above it. The corner of the
bar reveals an engraved map of the farm,
indicating where one can find Glenelly’s
Cabernet Sauvignon, Syrah, Merlot, Petit
Verdot, Cabernet Franc and Chardonnay
vineyards.
Overall, the design is a superb blend
of the traditional and the contemporary,
conveying beautiful aesthetics that reflect
Glenelly’s French heritage and character.
www.inhouse.ws
www.glenellyestate.com
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Microlibrary Bima
A 2000-Ice-CreamBucket Project

The glowing microlibrary in the evening

A

cknowledging the high illiteracy

rate in Indonesia and lack of
reading facilities, SHAU, a multiawarded rising architectural practice,
started a mission: to rekindle interest
in books by offering a designed place
for reading paired with a variety of
community activities.
MICROLIBRARIES – SMALL BUT
MANY
In 2012, the ‘100 Microlibraries’
programme was initiated to make
learning attractive and accessible for local
communities. Although the economic
forecast for Indonesia is optimistic, the
current infrastructure does not contribute
to improving the country’s Human
Development Index. Eager students are
hindered by the lack of facilities; and yet,
in general, libraries are far from being
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popular in the communities.
The consensus was that the role of
beautiful design can make libraries
attractive again. But, instead of
positioning libraries only in the city
centres, the decision was to build libraries
closer to the children’s homes.
‘Microlibrary Bima’ located at Taman
Bima in Bandung is the first prototype
of a series of microlibraries to be built
in different locations throughout
Indonesia and the Global South. More
microlibraries are under construction
and/or in the planning phase, for thirteen
different neighbourhoods and parks in
Bandung. Each microlibrary is uniquely
designed to fit the demands of each site
and community.
The Microlibrary Bima building is
situated on a small square that was
already used by the local community for

gatherings, events and sports activities.
The concept was to add rather than take
away, so SHAU decided to enhance the
open square by shading it, at the same
time adding a form of protection from the
rain.
The building, which is in essence a
floating library box, was constructed
using a simple steel structure made
from I-beams and concrete slabs for the
floor and roof. The square below was
resurfaced with concrete and full-length
stairs were added. As the building is
located in a tropical climate, the aim
was to create a pleasant indoor climate
without the use of air conditioning.
Therefore, it was important to use façade
materials that were already available in the
neighbourhood; that were cost effective;
could shade the interior; let daylight in;
and enable enough cross ventilation. The
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The interior of Microlibrary Bima: optimal ventilation, plenty of natural light

solution that the team settled on was to
use plastic ice cream buckets that were
being sold in bulk in the area.
While studying design options of how
to arrange the 2000 ice cream buckets,
the SHAU team realised that they could
be interpreted as zeros (opened) and ones
(closed), thus giving them the possibility
to embed a message in the façade in
the form of a binary code. SHAU asked
the Mayor of Bandung, Ridwan Kamil,
a supporter of the project, whether he
had a message for the microlibrary and
neighbourhood and his message is: “buku
adalah jendela dunia”, which means ‘books
are the windows to the world’. Starting

from the top left (facing the front), the
message spirals down and works its way
around the perimeter repeatedly. Not
only does the facade give additional
meaning to the building but the buckets
also generate a pleasant indoor ambiance
as they scatter direct sunlight and act as
natural light bulbs.
The buckets were placed in between
vertical steel ribs spanning from floor to
roof and incline towards the outside to
repel rainwater. For more harsh tropical
rainstorms, translucent sliding doors on
the inside can be closed temporarily.
The microlibrary adds identity and
is a source of pride for all the people in

the neighbourhood. The activities and
teaching are currently supported and
organised by Dompet Dhuafa (Pocket for
the Poor) and the Indonesian Diaspora
Foundation. However, the ultimate goal is
to enable the local people to organise the
content and maintenance independently.
Microlibrary Bima received both the
jury and public choice awards from New
York-based Architizer A+ Awards 2017 in
the ‘Community + Architecture’ category.
The project competed with entries from
100+ countries.
Photo credits/ Photographer: Sanrok Studio
and SHAU

www.shau.nl

Children reading inside Microlibrary Bima
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Cedars-Sinai
Medical Center

A

HBE
 Landscape Architects, an
esteemed Los Angeles-based
firm known for its expertise
in designing thoughtful, evocative
landscapes that allow for contemplation
and reflection, has created a healing
environment at Cedars-Sinai Medical
Center for patients, hospital staff, visiting
families and friends.
Cedars-Sinai is one of the largest
non-profit academic medical centres in
the USA, with 886 licensed beds, 2 100
physicians, 2 800 nurses and thousands
of other healthcare professionals and
staff. The centre is a leader in the clinical
care and research of heart disease, cancer
and brain disorders, among other areas.
Pioneering research achievements include
using cardiac stem cells to repair damaged
hearts, developing minimally-invasive
surgical techniques and discovering
new types of drugs to target cancer
more precisely. The centre is also highly
committed to the future of healthcare
through educational programmes that
encompass everything from highly
competitive medical residency and
fellowship programmes to a biomedical
science and translational medicine PhD
programme, advanced training for nurses
and educational opportunities for allied
health professionals.
Using the metaphor of human skin,
AHBE developed a multi-layered
landscape solution for the concrete plaza
which is on top of a multi-level garage. In
addition to allowing for the havoc created
by extreme weather conditions, the layout
had to respect the existing building’s
structural and mechanical integrity as
well as embrace an existing drainage
system, emergency access points, lighting
and way finding. The solution had to
maximise the impact of the landscape
while minimising construction and
alterations to the existing building.
To redefine the space, the architects
created four distinct gardens – the Garden
of Whimsy, the Blue Garden, the Plaza
Garden and the Education Garden.
The Garden of Whimsy is intended to
lift and energise the human spirit. The
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The Garden of Whimsy

garden features a sculptural pavilion
by Ball Nogues Studio and undulating
planters that, when illuminated at night,
form a scenic view from the patients’
rooms above. A pavilion knits together
the landscape environment and creates a
defining visual moment for visitors.
Intended as a meditative place, the Blue
Garden is a counterpoint to the Garden
of Whimsy. Given its shady orientation
throughout the year, this garden is about
quiet, coolness and calm and the smaller,
closely positioned seating areas in the
garden allow for private conversations or
solitude. Small circular reflecting pools
with custom ‘firefly’ light fixtures are
placed throughout the landscape. The
garden’s lights change colour and enhance
the experience that replicates serenity in
nature.

The Blue Garden
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The Plaza Garden is a flexible event
space, with moveable and convertible
furniture, that functions as an outdoor
café and a large courtyard space that can
be used for tented receptions and larger
events. Planters in the Plaza Garden
feature textured foliage and large-scaled
plants, such as agaves, supplemented with
succulents.
The Education Garden is intended
to illustrate to the general public how
plants, known as ‘adaptive natives’, from
Mediterranean climates with similar
rainfall from around the world, can be
adaptable to Southern California. The
garden incorporates spaces for outdoor
lectures, health fairs and informal
meetings.
www.ahbe.com

Project team: Cedars-Sinai (project team:
Zeke Triana, Adrienne Haynes, Kevin
Hsu);
AHBE Landscape Architects; Hensel
Phelps, Contractor; Frank Webb
Architects;
HLB Lighting Design;
KPFF Consulting Engineers (civil and
structural engineering);
JOMA Design Studio (fountain design);
M-E Engineers, Inc. (MEP engineers);
Ball-Nogues Design Studio (pavilion
design);
SKA Design (graphics and signage);
AECOM (cost estimating); Mollenhauer
Group (surveying); Sweeney + Associates
(irrigation design); and Curtainwall
Design Consulting.
All photography by Heliphoto.
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ON THE
TERRACE

25

CRÉMA goes
alfresco!

Y

T

he CRÉMA team work hard
at continually expanding their
offering and, this time, they invite
lovers of design to venture outside.
CRÉMA presents several new alfresco
furniture collections with something new
to look forward to as the warmer months
approach.
The undoubted collection de résistance
is Palissade from iconic Danish brand
HAY. Designed by Ronan and Erwan
Bouroullec, the collection sports a
strikingly familiar aesthetic reminiscent
of country estate furniture but presented
in an updated way.
Palissade’s 13 pieces offer something for
everyone and, thanks to its geometry and
engineering, both elegance and comfort
boxes can be ticked off the list.
Made from electro-galvanized powder
coated steel, Palissade is designed to be
left outside and comes in a selection of
harmonious colours such as light grey,
anthracite and olive.

E

A

R

S

www.cremadesign.co.za

photo mike hall

a quarter of a century of reproducing the past..... for tomorrow

®

cape town - 136 lower main rd observatory - 021 448 7485
www.hopegf.com
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TAIL OF
THE DOG

West Coast Cottage Design

E

aster this year was spent en famille
at Churchhaven on the Langebaan
lagoon. The village is off the grid,
reliant on solar power, bottled gas and
minimal water. We rented a newly built
vernacular style ‘fisherman’s cottage’
with excellent accommodation: three
double bedrooms, a four bed loft room,
three bathrooms, open plan living area,
scullery, covered verandah with pizza
oven, and open sky area with fire pit. It
was huge. Rooftop solar panels powered a
bank of batteries stored in the basement, a
borehole pump filled two large basement
tanks, and rainfall filled the outdoor
rainwater tank.
The décor was predictable – faded
paint, worn wood, lots of linen in greys,
beiges and duck egg blues. The basics
were flawless: good beds and bedlinen,
comfortable seating, big table and chairs
and a well-appointed kitchen. Then it
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spiralled out of control. A rusty anchor
chain looped across the front of the
verandah, nifty rope splicing embellished
a roof support. Do fishermen have
huge chandeliers made of mother of
pearl and scratched glass? Why was the
default furniture style distressed French
Provençal? Why were all the taps fake
old fashioned rusty faucets? What was
the point of so many mirrors? Not to
mention dozens of scatter cushions for
beds, sofas, outside loungers, benches.
Are coral motifs on crockery, cushions
and fruit baskets appropriate for a lagoon
miles from any coral reef? Why was
there a riding boot rack lurking behind
an armchair? The closest animal I saw
to a horse was an eland who came for a
drink from the water trough in front of
the house. The styling was contrived,
relentless and exhausting.
Unfortunately the comfort was marred

by a complicated power system. Electricity
was needed to power the pump to flush
the inaccessible concealed cisterns. It also
worked the borehole pump which carried
on regardless when the stopcock jammed,
filling the basement with 50 cms of water,
creating a live electrical threat to anyone
going down to check on the problem. A
submersible pump had to be installed to
get rid of 500 litres of precious water, and
then the power was switched off. After
that nothing worked.
Next time, we will hire an old cottage
with limited water, paraffin lamps,
mismatched plates and a genuine 1950s
turquoise Formica kitchen dresser. We
will not spend our holiday grappling with
progress, and we will enjoy the simplicity
of the real Churchhaven.
Gill Butler
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Seamless purity, graceful shapes – sanctuary of calm
Let your imagination flow

T

he bathroom is no longer the
forgotten little room. We now
aspire to a stylish and welcoming
escape from our busy lives. From spacious
walk-in wet rooms to smart capsules
of urban sleekness, from country hotel
chic to spa-style glamour, we seek all the
sophistication inspired by our travels, but
without the concerns of gradually fading
charm or complicated care.
There’s
hardly
an
aspect
of
contemporary bathroom design that
Corian can’t be applied to. Think of a bath
design, a basin and vanity combination,
a shower enclosure indoor or outdoor,
Corian can not only adapt to the concept
but do so beautifully, smoothly and
impeccably. But good looks are just the
start of the experience.

Pleasing to the touch, durable against
daily use and refreshingly easy to
maintain, Corian brings sensuality to the
bath.

Beauty, functionality &
technology
• Corian is a non-porous surface
that prevents dirt and stains from
penetrating the material;
• Corian provides seamless integration,
enabling you to create large designs
fashioned from a single element;
• Corian is easy to clean;
• Corian is tough and durable;
• Corian material is renewable, and
most damages can usually be repaired
to restore the integrity of the original
smooth, hygienic solid surface;

Above and below:
Techno Surfaces – home of Solid Surface innovation and design, Surface Innovations
pride themselves on their association with Techo Surfaces - an accredited quality network
fabricator. Visit their website for further inspiration. www.technosurfaces.co.za

• Corian can be shaped and carved;
• Corian is available in a wide range of
modern, elegant colours which also
includes a few translucent colours for
those daring, inspirational designs.

Quality network &
warranty
Corian is backed by a 10-Year Limited
Product Warranty. When the Corian
Quality Network install your Corian,
the entire installation is under limited
warranty for 10 years, too. Their team
of authorised fabricators and installers
are trained in the latest techniques
for working with Corian. And they’re
committed to delivering the highest levels
of quality and customer service at the
lowest installed cost.

JOHANNESBURG
27A Galaxy Avenue,
Linbro Business Park,
Linbro Park, Sandton
+27 11 608 0608

CAPE TOWN
Cnr. Brug & Molecule Streets,
Stikland, Cape Town
+27 21 948 5820
www.surfaceinnovations.co.za
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The Beauty Of Natural Light
ShutterGuard® in Alu White

WE OFFER THE PERFECT SHUTTER FOR EVERY ENVIRONMENT.
®

ShutterGuard
Hurricane
Thermowood ®

Aluminium

Security

Privacy

Internal

External

Rustproof

Warranty













10 year













10 year













3 year

BLINDS & SHUTTERS

Est.1959

@TaylorShutters

Contact us on 0861-1-TAYLOR (829567) for an obligation-free quote and expert advice.
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